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 Up to 100 mW single-frequency power

 Coherence length > 25 m

 CHARM: mode-hop-free operation

Challenging measurement tasks in interferometry, holography,  
scatterometry and Raman spectroscopy require top performance lasers.  
The spectral properties must remain extremely stable – a single mode-hop 
can spoil a measurement.

TOPTICA’s new TOPMode lasers operate as easily as a HeNe, but also offer 
higher power and blue wavelengths. They set records in terms of power, 
coherence and wavelength stability. The unique CoHerence-Advanced 
Regulation Method (CHARM) ensures continuous single-frequency operation 
and keeps the promise: No more mode-hops.
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EDITORIAL

Physics, horses 
and more .......

This issue brings three very 
different articles to continue the 
theme of ‘Diversity’ from the Jan/
Feb issue.

Our cover features the champi-
on racehorse Black Caviar point-
ing to the article by Graeme Putt 
on the bio-mechanics of horse 
racing with a particular study on 
Black Caviar.   It is good to see this somewhat unusual application of 
physics principles and it is particularly gratifying to receive the article 
from one of our New Zealand colleagues.     As an editorial adjunct to 
Graeme’s article for those who (like me) do not regularly “follow the 
horses” – on Feb 16th in her first race since returning from her success 
at Royal Ascot, Black Caviar won the 2013 Lightning Stakes at Flem-
ington, smashing the track record that has stood for a quarter of a cen-
tury – a result that places her firmly amongst the elite of horse racing 
in Australasia!

Our second article covers a more traditional topic, undergradu-
ate physics teaching, however, it presents a new approach to distance 
learning that enables students to participate remotely in a “real” physics 
experiment.    The group from the University of Newcastle have docu-
mented their approach to a remotely controlled cosmic ray telescope 
and outlined potential additions and improvements for the future.

The third article presents the results of an on-line survey conducted 
by the WA Branch Committee in late 2012 directed at developing an 
understanding of the WA members’ views on branch activities and the 
AIP in general.     A small sampling of our membership but the results 
may inform a wider survey to be conducted in the future. 

It is pleasing to note that the AIP Congress / ACOFT2012 meet-
ing received favourable special mention in the March 2013 issue of 
Nature Photonics with David Pile presenting a summary of the optics 
content of “last year’s biggest and most diverse scientific meeting in the 
Australian physics calendar.”   See http://www.nature.com/nphoton/
journal/v7/n3/full/nphoton.2013.38.html 

I would encourage all readers to consider whether they have some-
thing to contribute to Australian Physics– articles or News items that 
would be of general interest to the Physics community in Australia.      
As a quick scan of the contents of previous issues will indicate, the scope 
for articles is very broad and I would particularly echo Brian James’ 
thoughts from an earlier editorial in asking for articles relating to career 
progression for physics graduates and for articles from physicists work-
ing in industry.     If you are able to provide an appropriate article, please 
contact Brian or myself to discuss possibilities and time-scales.

Tony Farmer
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PRESIDENT’S COLuMN

Physics in the 
Asia-oceania region

In the last month, the Prime Min-
ister has of course announced that the 
next Federal Election will take place 
on 14th September, and this gives us 
all an opportunity to engage with the 
prospective candidates about what 
science can contribute to society, 
more generally.  I would encourage all 
members to take this opportunity to 
advance the cause of physics, in par-
ticular, and science in general.

I have just returned from an over-
seas trip to Japan, during which I 
served on a committee advising the 
Japan Proton Accelerator Research 
Centre ( J-PARC) in Tokai.  J-PARC 
is one of the most intense proton ac-
celerators in the world and is used 
to drive a kaon factory, is a neutrino 
source for observations at Super-
Kamiokande, drives a high-intensity 
pulsed neutron source for materials 
science and biology, and could also 
be used as a test-bed for accelerator-
driven nuclear-waste transmutation.  
I also visited the National Institute 
for Materials Science in Tsukuba, 
Japan’s “science city”, as the guest of 
Prof. Sukekatsu Uchida, who was un-
til recently the President of the Inter-
national Union of Pure and Applied 
Physics.  

It is clear that there is a strong 
push to develop a stronger pan-Asian 
physics community, and a desire for 
Australia to be a significant player 
in these developments.  Part of this 
is the series of “Asia-Pacific Phys-
ics Conferences”, the next of which 
will be held between 14 and 19 July, 
in Chiba, not far from Narita Air-
port.  See www.jps.or.jp/APPC12/ 
for more details.  Australia already 
has some presence in the program, in 
the form of plenary talks by Michelle 

Simmons (UNSW) on “The world’s 
smallest transistors”, myself on “New 
horizons of neutron science in Asia-
Pacific region”, and 6 invited talks (so 
far) from around the country.  But it 
would be good to have a significant 
involvement there, in part because 
we are considering a bid to host the 
next Asia-Pacific Physics Conference 
in 2016 in Australia, possibly in con-
junction with our own national Con-
gress.

My own view is that these pan-
Asian activities will only grow in 
time.  In part it is simply a recogni-
tion of the economic growth in our 
region, and the consequent increase 
in physics research funding in the 
mainland Asian countries, along 
with the vast increase in training 
and education of scientists in these 
countries.  It is also reflected in our 
government’s focus on and funding 
for regional collaboration, particu-
larly with China and India.  This all 
presents us with various challenges.  
We (and most other countries in our 
region) have historically looked to 
Europe and North America for col-
laboration, for career-development 
opportunities for our early-career re-
searchers, for high-technology equip-
ment, for access to major scientific in-
struments not available at home, as a 
source of talent when we can’t source 
it from Australia, and so on.  But over 
time, the balance of such interac-
tions and benefits will steadily drift 
towards greater interactions within 
Asia.  And I believe that it is strongly 
in Australia’s interest to be in on such 
regional collaboration, right from the 
beginning.  Of course, many fields al-
ready have strong topical conferences 
and networks of collaboration with-

in Asia.  This will only increase, and 
now there is a chance of a stronger 
pan-Asian interaction across phys-
ics as a whole.  But the distances are 
still huge, and costs will necessarily be 
higher than within Europe or North 
America.  And on top of that, there 
are larger language, cultural, political 
and commercial differences.

Finally, on March 1st the AIP 
launched a project to have school-
children measure “little-g” across 
the whole country, as an exercise in 
physics and in an effort to measure 
local variations in gravity.  The activ-
ity was formally launched with Year-
9 schoolchildren, in Melbourne, by 
Brian Schmidt.  For more details see 
www.aip.org.au/littleg .  This will 
likely be one of the “biggest experi-
ments” ever performed and it forms 
part of the 50th-year Golden Jubilee 
of the Australian Institute of Physics.

Rob Robinson
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NEWS & COMMENT
Humboldt Research Award to Victor 
Flambaum

Scientia Professor Victor 
Flambaum, of the UNSW 
School of Physics, has re-
ceived a Humboldt Re-
search Award in recognition 
of lifetime achievements in 
research. The award hon-
ours academics who have 
made an outstanding con-
tribution through funda-

mental discoveries, new theories, or insights that have a 
significant impact on their field of endeavour. Professor 
Flambaum, who is head of Theoretical Physics at UNSW, 
has the distinction of having published scientific papers in 
many branches of physics, including atomic physics, nu-
clear physics, elementary particles, solid state physics and 
astrophysics. He will use the EUR 60,000 prize to travel 
to Germany in order to continue research with colleagues 
there.

Professor Flambaum is a member of a team led by 
UNSW’s Professor John Webb that won the 2012 Eu-
reka Award for Scientific Research for the extraordinary 
discovery that the one of the four fundamental forces in 
the universe – electromagnetism - may not be constant 
throughout space and time.

Their study of 300 distant galaxies found the strength 
of electromagnetism appeared to change gradually from 
one side of the universe to the other. This achievement 
was based on a breakthrough by Professors Flambaum and 
Webb more than a decade ago, which allowed them to im-
prove the precision for measuring physical laws elsewhere 
in the universe by a factor of 10.

New leader for CSIRO’s astronomy and space 
science research
CSIRO’s astronomy, spacecraft tracking and space science 
activities will be headed up by a new leader, with the recent 
announcement that Dr Lewis Ball has been appointed as 
the incoming Chief for CSIRO’s Astronomy and Space 
Science (CASS) division.

Dr Ball returns to CSIRO from his present role as 
Deputy Director at the Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-
millimeter Array (ALMA) in Chile where he led the suc-
cessful commencement of ALMA’s scientific operation, 
currently the world’s largest and most complex astronomi-
cal observatory and a partnership involving 20 countries.

Previous to his ALMA appointment, Dr Ball had 

been with CSIRO for nine years, most recently as Act-
ing Director of the Australia Telescope National Facil-
ity (ATNF) and then as Acting Chief of Astronomy and 
Space Science.

As the new CASS Chief, Dr Ball will be responsible 
for a national research facility for radio astronomy that 
includes three existing radio telescopes, as well as the 36-
dish Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder, which 
begins operations this year.  Dr Ball will also be respon-
sible for driving CSIRO’s contribution to the first phase 
of the Square Kilometre Array telescope in Australia and 
for heading up, on behalf of NASA, the Canberra Deep 
Space Communications Complex based at Tidbinbilla.

Dr Ball will formally begin his role as CASS Chief on 
Monday March 18.

New Observatory for UTAS

The commissioning of a new observatory will allow Uni-
versity of Tasmania astronomers to continue to partici-
pate in the international search for Earth-like planets. The 
Greenhill Observatory, which houses a 1.27 metre optical 
telescope,at Bisdee Tier 60 kilometres north of Hobart, 
was officially opened on 23 February 2013 by the Gover-
nor of Tasmania, His Excellency the Honourable Peter 
Underwood. The Vice-Chancellor, Professor Peter 
Rathjen, pointed to a long and proud astronomical tradi-

Image Credit:
ALMA(ESO/NAOJ/NRAO), 
M. Alexander (ESO)
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tion in Tasmania and at UTAS. “That tradition dates back 
to 1840 when Sir John Franklin established an observato-
ry in the grounds of what is now Government House in 
Hobart.”

The Head of the School of Mathematics and Physics , 
Professor John Dickey, said: “The new telescope, its enclo-
sure and its environmental monitors have been designed 
from the ground up to be remotely operable, allowing 
UTAS astronomers and their collaborators worldwide to 
utilise the telescope efficiently, safely and inexpensively.

The Observatory has been named after distinguished 
physicist Dr John Greenhill, who single-handedly re-
newed optical astronomy at UTAS in the decades leading 
up to his official retirement in the mid-1990s.”

The Bisdee Tier site, 656 metres above sea level in the 
driest part of Tasmania and far from town and city lights, 
includes a lodge to accommodate up to 20 visiting scien-
tists per year for up to several months at a time. The first 
international team is due to arrive mid-year to commence 
planet-hunting activities. “We expect to catch 20 to 30 
new planets per year, and some of them we expect to be 
Earth-like,” said Head Astronomer Dr Andrew Cole.

The telescope optics, mount, and drives were donated 
by Mr Caisey Harlingten, founder of the SearchLight Ob-
servatory Network, and the observatory buildings and 
infrastructure have been funded by the University of Tas-
mania Foundation.

Landmark carbon assessment developed for 
Australia
The Australian landscape soaked up one third of the car-
bon emitted by fossil fuels in Australia over the past twen-
ty years, according to a new CSIRO study released in late 
February.

The study, which marks a significant milestone in 
Australian atmospheric science, also found that Australia 
exported 2.5 times more carbon in fossil fuels in 2009-
2010 than was emitted from fossil fuels burned within 
Australia.

In the study, scientists quantified how much land car-
bon is lost or gained through plant and soil ‘breathing’ in 
response to variable climate and rising carbon dioxide. 

These results emerge from the three-year study, the 
Australian Terrestrial Carbon Budget, published this 
month in the journal Biogeosciences. 

In the study, scientists quantified how much land car-
bon is lost or gained through plant and soil ‘breathing’ in 
response to variable climate and rising carbon dioxide. Ef-
fects of fires, erosion and deforestation were also consid-

ered. All these processes together with fossil fuel emissions 
are critical to domestic carbon management and interna-
tional reporting protocols. 

The project centres on the variability of carbon flows 
for the past two decades, and how this period compares 
with the past 100 years.

Lead author, Dr Vanessa 
Haverd said the increase 
in plant production 
through carbon dioxide 
fertilisation is larger in 
the warmer regions of the 
continent. “For Australia 
as a whole, increased car-
bon dioxide has caused a 

15 per cent increase in plant production over the last two 
decades, relative to pre-industrial times,” she said.

Dr Haverd said study data will help the understanding 
of how carbon stored in the Australian landscape responds 
to climate variability – the swings between drought and 
flood. 

“It is important to know that carbon stored in the land 
during periods of high plant growth may disappear again 
during the next drought,” Dr Haverd said.

“Understanding any trends and changes in fire regime 
or intensity, particularly in the savanna fires of Northern 
Australia, is important for quantifying the impact of fire 
on the net carbon balance,” she said.
Other results include: 
•  On average 2.2 billion tonnes of carbon is taken up by 

plants per year (1990-2011). 
•  Across Australia, grassy vegetation (dominant in dry 

and savanna regions) accounts for 56% of carbon uptake 
while woody vegetation accounts for 44% .

•  In wet (high-growth) years, the Australian biosphere 
‘breathes in’ a vast amount of carbon from the atmos-
phere, exceeding the total of human-induced green-
house gas emissions, while in dry years, the biosphere 
‘breathes out’ a nearly equal amount of carbon back to 
the atmosphere – this variability is associated with Aus-
tralia’s highly variable climate; and 

•  Carbon uptake from 1990-2011 was high compared 
with the rest of the twentieth century due largely to car-
bon dioxide fertilisation.

The study is one of 14 regional and continental studies 
around the world, as part of the Regional Carbon Cycle 
Assessment and Processes (RECCAP).  

This work was funded through the Australian Cli-
mate Change Science Program (ACCSP).
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Aim
The aims of the award are to promote excellence in re-
search in Physics in Australia and to perpetuate the name 
of Walter Boas.

Background to the Award
The Medal was established in 1984 to promote excel-
lence in research in Physics and to perpetuate the name of 
Walter Boas (University of Melbourne 1938-47, CSIRO 
1947-69). The award is for physics research carried out 
in the five years prior to the date of the award, as demon-
strated by both published papers and unpublished papers 
prepared for publication, a list of which should accom-
pany the nomination. Any AIP member may make nomi-
nations or may self nominate for the award. Information 
regarding the conditions of the award can be found at the 
AIP web site (see link below).

Time Line:
Nominations should be sent to Olivia Samardzic, Special 
Project Officer, 1.E.16, 205 Labs, EWRD, DSTO, P.O. 
Box 1500, Edinburgh, SA 5111 or olivia.samardzic@
dsto.defence.gov.au by the 1st August 2013. 

Presentation of the Award
The award is conditional on the recipient delivering a sem-
inar on the subject of the award at a meeting of the Victo-
rian Branch of the AIP in November. The recipient is also 
expected to provide a manuscript based on the seminar for 
publication in Australian Physics.

Aim
The purpose of the prize is to recognise the work done by a 
Ph.D. student in Australia that is considered to be of out-
standing quality. 

Background to the Award
The Bragg gold medal was established in 1992 as an initia-
tive of the South Australian Branch, to commemorate Sir 
Lawrence Bragg (whose picture is inscribed on the medal) 
and his father Sir William Bragg.

Conditions of the Award
The medal is awarded annually to the student who is 
judged to have completed the most outstanding Ph.D. 
thesis under the auspices of an Australian university, 
whose degree has been approved, but not necessarily con-
ferred, in the thirteen months prior to the closing date 
for applications to the State Branch (i. e., from the 1 June 
2012 to the 1 July 2013). No candidate may be nominated 
more than once.

Nominations and Time Line
Each Australian university may nominate one candidate.  
These nominations must be submitted to Secretary of the 
local State Branch by 1 Jul 2013.
The selected nominations from the State Branches, with 
the accompanying documentation, should reach Ol-
ivia Samardzic, AIP Special Project Officer, 205 Labs, 
EWRD, DSTO, P.O. Box 1500, Edinburgh, SA 5111, by 
the 1 Sep 2013.
The announcement of the winner shall be made by the 
end of Jan 2014.

Further information about these awards can be found at http://www.aip.org.au/  
or obtained by phone on 0410 575 855 or by email from Olivia.Samardzic@dsto.defence.gov.au.
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INTRODUCTION
Black Caviar, as the name suggests for cuisine, is also the 
delight of the equine sprinting world. Like Olympic ath-
lete supreme, Usain Bolt, she propels herself down the 
track with giant strides at express speeds that enable her 
to win with composure as well as conviction. As if unsat-
isfied with the local national acclamation of ‘the greatest 
sprinter Australian racing has ever produced’, she made 
the long journey to Royal Ascot racecourse with her con-
nections in June of last year (2012) and won the interna-
tionally contested Group-1 Diamond Jubilee Stakes over 
six furlongs (1207 metres). But things were different on 
this occasion. Tactical riding by astute European jockeys, 
as well as the possible inexperience of her own rider (and/
or stable team) with the demanding nature of the Ascot 
racecourse, conspired to threaten an otherwise immacu-
late record of 22 victories from 22 starts for the ‘wonder 

from down under’. The conspiracy failed by the barest of 
margins at the finish line. Battle weary she emerged tri-
umphant yet again in what history might well judge to be 
the most valiant and significant victory of her illustrious 
racing career. 

The imposing mare is tall, standing at 16.2 hands (5’ 6” 
=1.68 m), but by no means is she the tallest of past cham-
pions to grace the turf. However, she races at an optimal 
racing mass of 570 kg which is huge, some 20 kg heavier 
than the legendary Phar Lap (17.1 hands) who dominated 
racing over distances ranging from 6-furlongs (1200 me-
tres) to 18-furlongs (3600 metres) throughout his era.[1] 
Although she has never broken a track record*, probably 
because she has rarely been extended for most of her victo-
ries, she has been clocked to run the fastest, unassisted 200 
metres known in 9.98 seconds, corresponding to an aver-
age speed in excess of 20 m/s or its equivalent, 72 kmph. 

Horsing around with Physics & Black Caviar
Graeme D Putt
Honorary Academic, Department of Physics, University of Auckland, 
Private Bag 92019, New Zealand (email: g.putt@auckland.ac.nz)

Image Credit: VRC vrc.net.au
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Because she is both massive and the fleetest of sprinters in 
the equine world, we anticipate the levels of instantaneous 
mechanical power expenditure (MPE) she achieves dur-
ing a race in which she is extended place an upper limit on 
the value possible for any elite thoroughbred. This alone 
provides us with a sound scientific objective for analysing 
her racing profile even if general interest in her achieve-
ments and the educational opportunities in addressing it 
are of insufficient cause.

The race we choose to analyse is her 19th victory in the 
Group-1 Coolmore Lightning Stakes raced over 1000 
metres at Flemington on 18 February 2012. It was a race 
in which Hay List, the other top Australian sprinter in a 
state of peak fitness, was engaged to fully test her ability 
and character. Racing conditions were perfect. The track 
was fast, there was little if any wind, the Flemington 1000 
metre course is straight (no bends) minimising any likeli-
hood of interference or travelling extra distance, and the 
track is essentially flat. The race transpired into a three-
horse sprint run at a blistering speed (that included the 
9.98 seconds, 200 metre sectional mentioned above) in a 
race time of 55.53 seconds (s), a mere 0.03 s off equalling 
Special’s longstanding track record of 55.5 seconds. Al-
though she won by a length or so, Hay List challenged her 
all the way until the shadows of the winning post (WP) 
when both jockeys relented in their urgency, aware the re-
sult was sealed. 

KINEMATIC MODELLING CONSIDERATIONS
A horse race can usually be broken up into three phases – 
the initial start-up, the intermediate cruise then the final 
drive to the finish line when fatigue sets in as horses com-
pete to finish first. This is certainly true of middle distance 
(1600 to 2000 m) races like the AJC Doncaster Handi-
cap and the MVRC Cox Plate, and long distance (2400 
to 3200 metres) races like the Caulfield and Melbourne 
Cups. However, sprint races over 1000 metres tend to be 
more like two phase events, with an explosive phase that 
accelerates the horse to maximum racing speed followed 
by holding that speed for as long as it can. Inevitably fa-
tigue sets in causing its speed to slacken as it competes for 
victory. The 1000 m sprint in horse racing is analogous in 
its speed-distance profile to the 100 m sprint for human 
athletes. 

The start-up phase typically takes place over the first 
furlong (about 200 m) and the final drive over the last 
furlong or so. The start-up and final drive respectively 
involve time dependent acceleration and retardation mo-
tions while in most races the intermediate phase, shorter 

though it be in a sprint, is conducted at a relatively con-
stant speed, fluctuations being marginal due either to 
wind, track geometry and topology, riders jockeying for 
better running positions or systematically trying to pres-
sure the other competitors into submission before the 
drive to the winning post. Accordingly the average speeds 
over the various sections that can be obtained by divid-
ing the distance of the sections (typically a ‘metric furlong’ 
of 200 metres), by the sectional time, are representative of 
the speed the horse is racing at. During the intermediate 
phase when the speed tends to be constant or its changes 
marginal, the average speeds are a reliable indicator of the 
instantaneous speed at the mid point time of the section. 
On the other hand, the average speed during the begin-
ning (and possibly the finish in circumstances of great fa-
tigue) will inevitably underestimate the actual speed at the 
mid-point time of that section.

We can reliably fit a time dependent polynomial typi-
cally of third (or fourth for longer races) order to the 
longer intermediate interval that provides reliable indica-
tions of instantaneous speed as a function of time, i.e. a 
V-t graph. But we have to make an enlightened guess as 
to the beginning and even the finishing phase, especially 
if the horses are tiring significantly. The modelled fits so 
obtained supply distance estimates obtained by math-
ematical integration of the speed function. We can com-
pare these with the actual distances covered as a consist-
ency check to establish reliability for the modelling used. 
The acceleration occurring during the race can always be 
obtained directly by mathematical differentiation of the 
instantaneous (modelled) speed with respect to time.

Because we have no reliable indicators of instantane-
ous speed (v) during the start-up phase (other than the 
obvious fact that the horses have zero speed when the 
race starts) we can make a plausible mathematical attempt 
about modelling the rapid growth of speed. An exponen-
tial model similar to the growth curve for electric charge 
on an electrical capacitor has been applied for sound 
qualitative reasons. The horse starts from rest in the bar-
rier stalls with a considerable jerk that some jockeys allevi-
ate for reasons of balance by grabbing a crop of the horse’s 
mane that might be available. This explosive initial ac-

“The 1000 m sprint in horse racing 
is analogous in its speed-distance 
profile to the 100 m sprint for 
human athletes.”
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celeration reduces monotonically to zero when the horse 
has reached its essentially constant racing speed Vº. Such 
a kinematic profile is consistent with the properties of an 
exponential growth curve. Furthermore it has the advan-
tage that the additional parameter, the time constant τ 
can be adjusted so that the speed and acceleration merge 
neatly with the polynomial fit for the intermediate (and 
possibly) remainder of the sprint race. 

Thus the start-up phase for Black Caviar in the Light-
ning Stakes was modelled as follows:

Speed: v  = Vº [1 – exp(-t /τ)] (1)

Acceleration: a  =  dv/dt  = –  (Vº/τ ) exp(-t /τ) (2)

Distance: d  = ∫ v dt  =  VºTº {1 – τ/Tº [1– exp(-Tº /τ)]} (3)

where d is the distance travelled after a time Tº has elapsed 
during the start-up phase.   

As for the start-up, the time recorded for the finish-
ing section of any race is generally greater than the inter-
mediate sectionals.[2] The finishing phase is qualitatively 
similar to the start-up but in reverse involving a time de-
pendent retardation. The observation of closing horses ‘ac-
celerating’ at the end of a race to overtake the leaders is an 
illusion as informed racing observers know. The overtak-
ing horses from behind are simply slowing down less rap-
idly than are the leading horses being overtaken. It is pos-
sible, however, when a horse has not significantly fatigued 
at the end of a shorter sprint race that the polynomial fit to 
the intermediate section might also fit the finishing phase 
just as well. This can be tested simply by checking what the 
intermediate polynomial fit returns for the distance over 
the finishing stage. If it is consistent with the actual dis-
tance then it can be reliably taken as also fitting the final 
stage. What this means is that the horse has finished the 
race relatively composed with untapped energy to spare. 

DYNAMICS & ENERGETICS
Once we obtain a reliable expression for the instantaneous 
acceleration a during the race we are ready to venture into 
the dynamics and energetics of the motion using Newton’s 
2nd Law of motion, namely F = M a, where F is the result-
ant force accelerating the horse and M is the combined 
mass of horse, rider and the associated equipment. Three 
external forces act on the galloping horse-rider system 
of total mass M causing its motion. Two are continuous, 
the weight force due to gravity (Mg) and the drag force 

of air resistance (Kv2), while the third force is impulsive, 
coming from the track via the contact the horse’s hooves 
make with it. For simplicity the latter is modelled as a 
continuous thrust force averaged over the duration of a 
stride (about 0.42 s for Black Caviar) with a horizontal 
component Fx and a vertical component Fy.  Thus we may 
write an equation for the resultant force F responsible for 
initially accelerating and then maintaining racing speed v 
along a horizontal track from the application of Newton’s 
2nd Law:

 F  =  Fx  -  Kv2  =  M a

So:   Fx  =  M a   +  Kv2  (4)       

Accordingly the instantaneous mechanical power P0 sup-
plied by the horse in propelling the centre-of-mass (CoM) 
of horse and rider along the track is:

 P0  =  Fx v  = M a v  +  Kv3 (5)

However, there is also a vertical displacement of the CoM 
of the horse-rider system during the galloping cycle of a 
stride that demands an additional power input from the 
horse P1. This relates to the work done by the normal force 
Fy against gravity to elevate the CoM and subsequently 
absorb ground impacts. We need to add this contribution 
to P0 to obtain P, the total mechanical power expenditure 
(MPE) of the horse when racing. Thus we have:

 P  = M a v  +  Kv3  +  P1

Wilkins has analysed hundreds of speed, time and dis-
tance racing sets to estimate, amongst other things, the en-
ergy contribution responsible for P1 in his scholarly book 
“Bioenergetics and Racehorse Ratings”.[3] He refers to 
this effect as the ’cost of running’ factor and his approach 
is consistent with treating it as one might the effect of roll-
ing friction for a car when analysing its energetics. Thus 
we would have a dissipative pseudo-force of µrMg to add 
to Fx before multiplying it by v to get the total MPE of 
the horse when racing. The total MPE equation becomes:

 P  = M a v  +  Kv3  +  µr Mg v

This equation is similar to the one used by Helene and 
Yamashita for the mechanical power developed by Bolt 
in his record breaking 100 m sprints at the 2008 Olym-
pics at Beijing and then the 2009 World Championships 
in Athletics at Berlin.[4] The difference is that those au-
thors used a simple constant value rather than the speed 
dependent estimate used here for P1, the power expended 
due to the vertical movement of the CoM. 

It is convenient to divide the total MPE equation by 
the overall system mass M to arrive at a specific MPE (the 
MPE per unit mass of the horse-rider system) p as:

 p  =  a v  +  κv3  +   γ v (6)

where: p = P/M,         κ  =  K/M         and         γ  =  µrg

“...she is both massive and the 
fleetest of sprinters in the equine 
world...”
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Values for the two constants κ and γ were obtained from 
the extensive research reported in Wilkins’ book. He actu-
ally determines their metabolic equivalent values, which 
he labels k and Cr from a model that balances the aerobic 
and anaerobic sources of metabolic power developed by 
the horse against the power needed for its locomotion and 
to overcome drag throughout the race.

The kinematic product, av, is an interesting term 
whose contribution accounts for the start-up and finish-
ing phases of the race when a has significant values rather 
than its approximate zero value during the intermedi-
ate phase. Furthermore it is positive for the start-up but 
negative for the retardation at the finish and represents 
the increased locomotive effort the horse must make at 
start-up and the loss of available power supply to maintain 
the horses racing speed when fatigue sets in over the final 
stage. Accordingly it is grouped with the γv term so that 
we may write the specific power expenditure as the sum 
of two terms, a locomotive component proportional to v 
and drag loss due to air resistance, that goes as the cube of 
the speed, namely,

 p  =  [a + γ ] v   +  κ v3  (7)

The locomotive component includes the acceleration 
required to obtain running speed, sustain this running 
speed as best as one can well throughout the entire race 
including the tiring phase at the end. The drag component 
is the additional price the horse has to pay when racing 
due to air resistance. Admittedly some horses will race 
with cover (‘drafting’ off a leader as is done tactically in 
cycling sports) that reduces the aerodynamic drag. Spence 
et al report reductions of 13% in the drag force enjoyed 
for 75% of the race can improve a horse’s finishing order 
by as much as four places.[5] However, Black Caviar raced 
alongside Hay List who led narrowly for the first 400 me-
tres or so before taking the lead for the rest of the race. 
Thus both speedsters were never really within the ‘draft-
ing cone’ of each other (until the finishing stages when 
Hay List might have received some small benefit) so we 
can ignore any modification to the drag force Black Caviar 
may have received. The values Wilkins obtained after an 
exhaustive analysis of 339 standard sets of standard time 
distance data appropriate for specific metabolic power 
considerations are k = 0.00227 m-1 and Cr = 3.73 m/s2. 
Their respective mechanical equivalents for use in this 
analysis are assumed to be κ = k÷4 = 0.000568 m-1 and γ 
= Cr÷4 = 0.932 m/s2. The assumed factor of ¼ (or rather 
its inverse 4) is the one used by Wilkins in transforming a 
kinetic energy term to metabolic energy used in his meta-
bolic power balance study.[6] Accordingly once we have 

reliable expressions for the instantaneous velocity and 
acceleration of the horse during the race we are ready to 
determine values for the mechanical power expenditure 
during the race. 

MODELLING BLACK CAVIAR’S SPEED
The sectional times run by the eight horses contesting the 
2012 Lightning Stakes are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Sectional times for each 200 metres covered for 
each horse in the 2012 Lightning Stakes. The integers in pa-
renthesis represent the position of the horse in the field at 
that stage. Horses are ranked in their finishing order with 
their final finishing times in the far right column. Thus Black 
Caviar finished 0.23 sec ahead of Hay List corresponding to 
a distance of almost 4 metres.

The average speeds and the halfway times and locations of 
Black Caviar’s respective sectionals extracted from this 
listing are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: A summary of Black Caviar’s 2012 Lightning Stakes 
kinematic data used for modelling her speed as a function 
of time for v-t graphing purposes.

We can fit a cubic time dependent polynomial to the 
four average speeds for the second to fifth 200 metre split 
whose purpose is to model the speed profile she followed 
over this region. We obtain the following polynomial ex-
pression for speed from this fitting process:

V = 8.310 x10-5 t 3  – 0.01314 t 2 + 0.5282 t  + 13.718  m/s  (8)

with V in m/s and t in seconds.[7] This cubical fit is shown 
as the upper black dotted line in Fig 1. We readily observe 
how well it fits the latter four average sectional speeds 
ranging (large open black circles) from the 300 m posi-
tion to the 900 m location. Its inappropriateness for the 
start-up phase is patently obvious. 
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MODELLED v-t and a-t GRAPHS for BLACK CAVIAR
2012 Coolmore Lightning Stakes, 1000 metres, Flemington
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Figure 1: Black Caviar’s modelled speed components for 
the 2012 Lightning Stakes over 1000 metres at Flemington. 
The last four of the five large open circles representing the 
average sectional speeds fit the cubical polynomial data 
very well.

The acceleration relation A during this fitted interval is 
obtained by differentiating V with respect to time t lead-
ing to:

A = 24.93 x10-5 t 2  –  0.02628 t  +  0.5282  m/s2  (9)

while the distance (in metres) follows from integration of 
the speed V, namely:

D = 2.078 x10-5 t 4 – 4.380 x10-3 t 3 + 0.2641 t 2 + 13.718 t    (10) 

The exponential start-up has two parameters, the fi-
nal maximum speed Vº and the time constant τ. We seek 
to have the modelled start-up parameters reproduce the 
actual average speed over the first 200 metres, as well as 
match the speeds and accelerations of both components at 
an appropriate time. So we start by setting Vº = 20.07 m/s 
the maximum speed predicted by the cubical polynomial 
fit. We can use equation (3) now to find the value for τ 
that returns the distance of 200 metres actually covered in 
the first section when Tº = 13.54 s, thereby reproducing 
the same average speed of 14.77 m/s calculated from the 
actual sectional time. The value of τ obtained is 3.56 s. 

At this point it is convenient to compare the various 
sectional distances predicted by the two different speed 
functions so obtained against the actual 200 m sections. 
A chart diagram displaying the comparisons is shown in 
Fig 2. We note the good fits both the exponential start-up 
model provides for the first 600 metres (the second 200 
metres is the worst but disagrees only by 2.5% which is 
acceptable), and the cubic fit provides for the last 800 me-
tres. However, this is not the full story as we have to satisfy 
a tighter constraint to ensure the speeds and accelerations 
of both profiles match seamlessly at the time chosen to 
analytically glide from one component to the next. Fig 1 
indicates the most likely point will be in either the second 
or third sectional that extends from 23.75 s to 33.73 s. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of estimated distances covered in the 
various 200 metre sectionals for the 2012 Lightning Stakes 
by the modelled speed profiles for Black Caviar. Note that 
the scale has been deliberately offset to highlight the dif-
ferences from the actual values given by the middle black 
columns.

From an examination of the spread-sheeted speed and 
acceleration profiles we note that matching values of 20.06 
m/s and 0.00 m/s2 for the speed and accelerations deter-
mined for both the exponential start-up function and the 
cubical polynomial value occur at the common time of t 
= 26.65 s, estimated to be 463 metres after the start by 
the start-up function. Both the start-up exponential speed 
and acceleration curves (red) along with the cubic polyno-
mial fits (black) are shown in Fig 1 along with the calcu-
lated average sectional speeds. We note that the graphs are 
displayed as broken dots or circles with a spacing of 0.423 
seconds, the average stride duration of Black Caviar dur-
ing the race.[8]  This is deliberate as it also assists the eye in 
noting the seamless matching on both the speed (upper) 
and acceleration (lower) curves (to the second decimal 
place at least) at 26.65 s.

Accordingly we model the overall race in two parts 
by two different mathematical functions, an exponential 
growth in speed with time from 0 to 26.25 seconds but 
from there on to the finish, namely from 26.25 s to 55.53 s 
we match her speed as the cubical polynomial of equation 
(8). This is displayed as a velocity-time graph in Fig 3.

Image Credit: VRC vrc.net.au
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BLACK CAVIAR's FINAL MODELLED SPEED 
2012 Lightning Stakes, 1000 metres, Flemington  
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Figure 3. Black Caviar’s modelled speed for the 2012 Light-
ning Stakes over 1000 metres at Flemington shown as a 
broken, dotted curve with spacing of 0.423 s, the average 
stride duration of the horse throughout the race. Each dot 
represents a stride.

A reasonable question to ask is how good is this speed 
modelling? As already explained, we expect the average 
speed estimate located at the mid-point time of the first 
section to be significantly smaller than the instantaneous 
speed at that time location because of the rapidly chang-
ing acceleration during this start-up phase. However, in 
the region of relatively uniform speed where acceleration 
effects are minor (t < 13.5 s) the worst it does is over-esti-
mate the average speed for the second sectional by 2.5%. 
Its impact in energetic terms, which is just a few percent 
in any case, is balanced by marginal compensatory reduc-
tions in distance travelled for the remainder of the race so 
that the overall modelled distance is 1002 metres c.f. the 
actual distance of 1000 metres. This is the sort of variation 
in any case a horse may cover in not steering a ’true’ course 
throughout the race. So the speed modelling is clearly ac-
ceptable.

POWER EXPENDITURE RESULTS 
Before we proceed we pause to make a minor adjustment 
to the general value of Wilkins’ drag parameter. Black 
Caviar is a tall, massive horse with a body mass of 570 kg. 
Her size increases her drag coefficient that scales as the 
silhouette area she presents while racing. We can estimate 
the increased value for κ as it scales in magnitude to the 
2/3 power of her mass (area increases as the square of her 
characteristic dimensions while her mass scales as the cube 
of her characteristic dimensions). 
Accordingly:
  κbc / κstandard = (570 kg/ 500 kg)2/3  =  1.0913

a 9.1% increase in drag force for Black Caviar over 
Wilkins’ standard horse when racing without cover as she 
essentially did in the Lightning Stakes. This adjusts the 
specific MPE drag parameter κbc we use for Black Caviar 

to 0.000620 m-1. 
The results we obtain for p the specific MPE by substi-

tuting for γ, the revised value of κbc and the modelled speed 
and acceleration values throughout the race into equation 
(7) are displayed in Fig 4 in the uppermost graph. The 
lower two graphs reveal the individual contributions to 
the total specific MPE for the reader’s interest. We note the 
mechanical power the horse develops comes from its driv-
ing actions to establish and ensure maintenance of speed 
throughout the race is accompanied by internal dissipative 
power losses. In energetic terms the internal dissipations 
simulate the energy losses experienced in motor vehicles 
due to friction (pistons, con-rods, transmission gearing, 
rolling wheels, etc). For horses, this energy loss derives 
from “overcoming muscle viscosity and joint friction, sus-
taining isometric muscular contractions and driving those 
movements of the body and limb which do not lead to a 
forward displacement of the horse’s centre of gravity”.[9] 

BLACK CAVIAR's Specific MECHANICAL POWER EXPENDITURE 
2012 Coolmore Lightning Stakes, 1000 metres, FLEMINGTON
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Figure 4: Specific MPE of Black Caviar throughout the CLS 
at Flemington. The two lower curves corresponding to the 
drag and locomotion components, sum to give the total 
specific MPE (upper curve) as a function of time.

The specific MPE curve is highlighted by the elevated 
value of almost 40 W/kg shortly after the start (about 3.4 
seconds) as kinetic energy is rapidly developed to attain 
the intermediate racing speed over the second sectional. 
Next a brief period of relatively constant specific power 
expenditure (about 60% of the peak value when she is 
presumably drawing primarily on aerobic energy), is fol-
lowed by the gradual ramping down (almost linear in de-
crease) for the second half of the sprint to the finish where 
the power expenditure has dropped to about 38% of its 
peak value. The decrease in anaerobic power and the on-
set of fatigue is visible, harmonising with the cubic fitting 
phase that kicks in to profile the speed. The brief plateau 
of mechanical power expenditure around 23.8 W/kg for 
Black Caviar in the mid-region of the race corresponds to 
a metabolic power consumption of 95.2 W/kg (assuming 
a x4 conversion factor). Wilkins estimates a maximum 
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aerobic contribution of 68.3 W/kg. This implies an input 
of anaerobic power at this stage of at least 26.9 W/kg, 
about 28% of the total metabolic power being supplied. 
The dominant contribution to the energy consumption of 
the horse during the race is clearly the locomotive cost that 
maintains the horse’s movement along the course at racing 
speed. It is about four times as great as the power needed 
to overcome drag losses. The other significant contributor 
to power demand is of course the start-up when explosive 
effort is needed to accelerate and reach racing speed as 
rapidly as possible.

Black Caviar: MECHANICAL POWER EXPENDITURE 
Flemington: Lightning Stakes, 18 Feb 2012, 1000 metres
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Figure 5: The mechanical power expenditure estimated 
from the kinematic modelling of Black Caviar for her Light-
ning Stakes victory based on her sectional times. The time 
interval spacing between points corresponds to the aver-
age stride duration of 0.423 s.

 We can convert the specific MPE into total MPE for 
Black Caviar by multiplying it by her total racing mass of 
626.5 kg (570 kg for horse plus 56.5 kg of rider and equip-
ment) for the Lightning Stakes. This gives her mechanical 
power expenditure profile during the race in kilowatts and 
is displayed in Fig 5. The respective peak and average esti-
mates of Black Caviar’s MPE during the 1000 metre sprint 
are 24.7 and 14.5 kW.[10]  These fall either side of Pfau et 
al’s estimate of 22.5 kW.[11] 

The energy expenditure for the various five 200 metre 
sections is shown in Fig 6.  The total energy expended dur-
ing the race is estimated to be 803 kJ (3.21 MJ in metabol-
ic energy terms). Given Black Caviar finished the race in a 
composed state, this 3.21 MJ of metabolic energy is repre-
sentative of the minimum total energy a horse challenging 
Black Caviar over 1000 metres would need to have readily 
available. The chart reveals in a graphic way the decrease in 
energy supply rate as the race progresses.

ENERGY EXPENDITURE for BLACK CAVIAR
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Total energy expenditure for the race was 802.6 kJ 

Figure 6.  Black Caviar’s mechanical energy expenditure for 
the respective 200 metre sections covered. During the 1st 
200 metres she accumulates a kinetic energy injection of 
120 kJ that she attempts to retain for the remainder of the 
race as drag and internal losses conspire against her.

Some comments are appropriate about the effective 
forces, accelerations and impulses that are delivered from 
the dynamics used to develop the MPE expression. The 
time-averaged force propelling the horse along the track 
during the race is given by equation (4):
   Fx  = M a  + Kv 2 

Black Caviar’s total racing mass of 626.5 kg corresponds 
to a weight of 6140 N. The maximum value of Fx occurs 
at the start when v = 0 and a is maximised at 5.28 m/s2, 
even though the drag force is zero. It is 3310 N, more than 
half the weight force supported while racing. Fx decreases 
monotonically (approximately but not precisely as an ex-
ponential decay) to a value of 157 N in the region of zero 
acceleration when maximum speed is reached and κBCv2 
= 0.25 m/s2. 

The engineering equivalents to the respective accel-
erating and internal mechanical dissipative force in the 
locomotion of motor vehicles are static and rolling fric-
tion. The equivalent co-efficients of friction are obtained 
by comparing the maximum acceleration of 5.28 m/s2 at 
the start and γ = 0.932 m/s2 (refer to the earlier develop-
ment of equation 6) with the acceleration of gravity g = 
9.80 m/s. They correspond to respective static µs and roll-
ing friction coefficients µr of 0.63 and 0.094.  Furthermore 
it should be remembered that the forces due to the horse 
are effective forces averaged over the stride cycle compris-
ing an average duration of 0.423 s for Black Caviar. Given 
the impulsive nature of the horse’s galloping action, the 
equivalent starting impulse imparted to Black Caviar and 
her rider at the beginning of the 2012 Lightning Stakes 
was 1400 N s. 

*Note added in proof. Black Caviar returned to racing 
triumphantly on 16 February 2013 during publication 
preparation. She actually smashed the Flemington 1000 metres 
track record in running 55.42 s for the 1000 metres.”
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
 The primary purpose of this article is to illustrate how re-
liable kinematic information can be readily transformed 
into dynamical information quantifying the mechanical 
power expenditure and energy consumption as well as the 
effective operating forces acting on an elite racehorse. As 
the sophistication of light, non-invasive measuring devices 
grows so that instantaneous speed and acceleration meas-
ures might be obtained when horses are racing, it illus-
trates how such data can be processed to provide measures 
of MPE in micro-form, like stride by stride analysis, rather 
than just the smoothed macro-form devised here. 

There are great difficulties in obtaining metabolic in-
formation from experimental studies of racehorses on 
treadmills. First the horses tested are not the same thor-
oughbreds that race and second the racing speeds cannot 
be achieved on treadmills for safety reasons. On the other 
hand the physics/engineering approach of treating the 
horse as a machine rather than a biological system driven 
by impulsive encounters of four hooves of variable impact 
with racing turf of variable consistency during a race also 
has its limitations. Nevertheless the intersection of both 
can be a useful means of making progress in better under-
standing the energetic exchanges when racing. It is in this 
spirit that this work has been pursued.
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[8]   This was determined by careful, repeated observation of a 
slomo (x1/3) playback of the race in which she was found to 
take 131.3 ± 0.1 strides. This form of broken graphical display 
reminds us that we are smoothing what is basically an impul-
sive propulsive form of motion of four hoof strikes per stride.

[9]  Bob Wilkins, “Bioenergetics and Racehorse Ratings”, Over-
dee Press, 2010, pp 1-2

[10]  In terms of the old imperial power unit of horsepower (hP) 
these values correspond to 33.1 hP and 19.4 hP, respectively.

[11]  Pfau, T., Witte, T.H. and Wilson, A.M., “Centre of mass 
movement and mechanical energy fluctuation during gallop 
locomotion in the Thoroughbred racehorse.” J. Exp. Biol. 209, 
3742-3757, 2006.
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1. Introduction: An innovative approach to 
Physics laboratory experimentation
The expansion of the Internet is causing a change in 
teaching and learning at all levels of education [1-5].  It 
flattens the hierarchical structure of traditional educa-
tion   providing new opportunities for students who for a 
multitude of reasons are unable to attend traditional face-
to-face classroom instruction and benefits universities in 
the sharing of knowledge and resources. Students have 
the opportunity to study at various universities providing 
distance teaching. Teaching is facilitated by video confer-
ences, recorded lectures, the use of Access grid technology 
[6], web books and multimedia simulations. The interac-
tion is secure via e-mail, group-to-group activity within a 
Computational grid, forums, social media and discussion 
boards. Currently, hundreds of distance education pro-
grams can be found on the Internet but are generally in 
the areas where the teaching components include lectures 
and tutorials. Programs for degrees which include subjects 
with a compulsory experimental laboratory component 
(such as Physics), however, are few and this is a critical gap 
in Distance learning education [7]. 

There are increasing numbers of software simulations 
and apps to complete Physics experiments and these en-
sure a “perfect” and uniform experiment setting which is 
good to study theoretical Physics.  In experimental Phys-
ics, however, simulations cannot substitute for the behav-
iour of real equipment, nor provide students with skills for 

performing accurate measurements, evaluating results and 
learning the nature of limitation and errors. The remote 
laboratory allows students to control a real experimental 
laboratory apparatus via the internet and this provides the 
best solution for a complete Physics subject for engineer-
ing, science and medical education in distance mode. 

Remote labs and simulations cannot substitute for the 
full experience of working in the actual lab but there are 
obvious benefits for students and universities. Saving mon-
ey and travel time, students have the opportunity to study 
at universities worldwide and complete subjects which 
include experimental labs. The setting of the remote lab 
builds self-motivation and teaches students to participate 
in collaborative work [8]. There are also benefits for the 
host university as well as for allied universities in using the 
remote lab facility.   The host university can build remote 
labs using existing equipment with little or no additional 
expense [9] and  sharing labs[10, 11] with other education 
institutes offers courses to a much broader group of po-
tential students. Increased revenue can be used to improve 
the quality of resources and to provide first class education 
to third world counties. The participating universities can 
save money on equipment especially if it is required only 

Distance learning laboratory: a remote 
Atomic and Nuclear Physics experiment
Galiya Sharafutdinova, Michael Cvetanovski, Daniel Walton, Ben Guest, 
John Foster, George Piszczuk, and John Furst
School of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, University of Newcastle,  
University Drive, Callaghan, 2308, NSW, Australia

While it is clear that on-line education offers new opportunities for students to study in a way that suits 
their particular learning style, there are laboratory-based disciplines that require hands-on experience 
with real world systems. This is especially true in Physics where a standard curriculum involves a large 
amount of laboratory-based work. While computer-based simulation software has been used extensively 
in engineering and various science-based areas these are not a direct substitute for traditional 
Physics experimental labs which provide students with the practical skills of handling real equipment, 
and measuring with sufficient accuracy and precision to allow comparison with various theoretical 
predictions.  On-line laboratories where distance students have remote control over real laboratory 
equipment is a practical alternative to traditional physics laboratories, at least for some classes of 
experiments. This paper describes the development of a remote-controlled Cosmic Ray Telescope 
experiment at the University of Newcastle.

“In experimental Physics ...  
simulations cannot substitute for 
the behaviour of real equipment...”
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once per year, can save on laboratory resources and labora-
tory space, and generate and offer new programs with the 
saved funds.

During the last decade there have been several remote 
labs designed in Australia and around the world and these 
mainly address the laboratory requirements in engineer-
ing, electronics and robotics rather than in Physics [3, 
7-20] . This paper describes the first remote experiment 
created at the University of Newcastle for the Atomic and 
Nuclear Physics course. National Instruments (NI) Lab-
VIEW software was used for the control and communica-
tion support in this remote lab because of its preference by 
scientists and engineers [7, 12, 21-23] around the world 
for its easy-to-use interface and its worldwide access. Three 
USB cameras provide real-time video of the apparatus in 
operation. Students remotely access the laboratory equip-
ment using a Windows personal computer (PC) through 
a Windows Remote Desktop Connection.

2. The Cosmic Ray Telescope Remote 
Laboratory Experiment
2.1 Why we did it
The University of Newcastle, Australia, is a member of the 
Innovative Research Universities (IRU) network which 
consists of seven universities operating in 35 locations 
across Australia and globally and the University of New-
castle provides courses for the IRU network [24]. The 
lectures and tutorials are provided for the IRU network 
using the Access Grid videoconferencing system. Last year 
the School of Mathematical and Physical Sciences at the 
University of Newcastle was faced with a new challenge 
of providing IRU undergraduate students with remotely 
controlled Physics laboratory experiments. The study of 
cosmic rays using coincidence techniques based on a sim-
ple Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Atomic and Nuclear 
Physics undergraduate course was chosen to be a first re-
mote experiment due to design simplicity and ability to 
reconstruct it by integrating new computer controlled 
parts.  This experiment also requires many hours to collect 
cosmic ray data and completing it remotely helps to save 
students’ unnecessary time sitting in the laboratory. 

2.2 Construction, operation and modification
Past students of the University of Newcastle performed 
this experiment using a simple Cosmic Ray Telescope 
with manual control, the design of which is schematically 
illustrated in Figure 1(a). The study of cosmic rays includes 
investigation of the directivity and intensity of the sec-
ondary cosmic ray particles, mostly muons, at the earth’s 
surface and investigation of the dependence of the flux on 

the earth’s magnetic field.  The apparatus consist of two 
Geiger-Muller (GM) tubes mounted on a rail which can 
be moved relative to each other along the rail; the rail can 
also be rotated in two axes (azimuthally and elevation). 
Each GM tube is supplied with a high voltage power sup-
ply and has a preamplifier situated within the tube hous-
ing. The preamplifier provides amplification of the detect-
ed signal and isolates the high impedance of the tube from 
the loading effects of the connecting cable. The signals 
from the two preamplifiers are fed into the coincidence 
unit. In the coincidence mode, only particles which pass 
through both tubes simultaneously (within a small inter-
val of time) will produce a count (Figure 1(b)). Thus the 
mode of operation gives the telescope a degree of discrim-
ination against low terrestrial particles.

Figure 1. The previous manually operated design.

2.3 New Remotely Controlled Apparatus
The basic design idea of the old experiment was adapted 
for remote operation but with a required general upgrade 
and modernisation. In the new apparatus, which is il-
lustrated in Figure 2, the rotation and control of the rail 
with two GM tubes in two directions is achieved using 
a YAESU G-5500 Azimuth-Elevation (Az-El) dual rota-
tor and controller. The coincidence unit used previously 
is connected in the new apparatus to a TF830 Universal 
Frequency Counter.  The Az-El controller and the coun-
ter have inbuilt digital control interfaces which can be 
activated by a series of special commands through the se-
rial ports of the controlling PC. A linear actuator (LA) is 
used to move one GM tube along the rail while the second 
one is fixed. The actuator is controlled using a NI USB-
6008/6009 data-acquisition card (DAQ) connected to 
the PC through a USB port. The custom LabVIEW vir-
tual instrument (VI) carries out the lab routine. The com-
munication of the host computer with the Az-El unit and 
the counter is established using serial RS232 interfaces 
and LabVIEW software which passes the messages to and 
from the computer to all connections. 
Three Logitech webcams are integrated into the apparatus 
to allow real-time views: an overall side view (for elevation 
angle position), a separation view (distance between GM 
tubes) and a counter view (the counter’ display window).
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Figure 2.  The new experimental apparatus architecture.

2.4 How students remotely access the experiment
All parts of the experimental apparatus are connected to 
the local (host) computer which runs Windows XP Pro-
fessional, NI LabVIEW and is connected to the Internet. 
Using a Windows PC connected to the Internet with the 
Windows Remote Desktop Connection installed, a stu-
dent (client) establishes a remote connection to the host 
computer, and once provided with appropriate user name 
and password, can access all programs, files and resources 
that run on the host PC.  The distance student logs into 
the host PC, opens the appropriate VI (virtual instru-
ment) application in LabVIEW and starts performing the 
experiment. While the host computer is remotely con-
nected, it automatically becomes locked to other users and 
no one else can access it. At the end of remote session, the 
client must disconnect Remote Desktop and thus allows 
other clients to use the remote lab. 
The procedure of accessing the host computer includes 
simple steps on the client’s PC: Start> All programs> 
Accessories>Remote Desktop Connection. When con-
nection is established the client enters the provided user-
name and password and then uses the customer developed 
LabVIEW virtual instrument to complete the laboratory 
experiment.

2.5 LabVIEW operation control via virtual instru-
ment application
The experimental apparatus is controlled by a virtual 
instrument (VI) application created in the graphical 
programming environment of the National Instrument 
LabVIEW 2010 software and the NI Vision assistant sup-
ports web cameras. The custom VI developed operates in 
three tabs, one for each of the major operations: elevation 
control, width control and counter. The front diagrams 
are shown in Figure 3. Every tab includes an instruction 
block for students and the relevant real-time camera view 
for critical observation and assessment. The framed struc-

ture of the VI ensures the sequential execution of the tele-
scope’s operations and shows the status of the equipment. 
At start-up all controls and indicators are initialised. Then 
depending on the chosen tab and control, a sequence is 
activated as needed. 

Figure 3. LabVIEW front panels of the virtual instrument 
to control the experiment: (a) full view and elevation, (b) 
width control and (c) counter display. 

The Elevation control tab controls the vertical rotation 
of the mount of the two GM tubes. The elevation angle 
can be changed by inserting a numeric value or by rotating 
the Elevation Control knob. The Instrument I/O assistant 
generates an output command for the Az-El controller in-
terface. During elevation, the Instrument I/O assistant 
also queries the Az-El controller and will stop elevation 
when the required angle is achieved. The start button be-
gins the elevation and the stop button is for emergency 
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interaction during elevation.  
The Width control tab carries out the linear actuator 

operation. The Wider and Closer buttons output a signal 
to move the second GM2 tube close or away relative to the 
fixed GM1, and controls the signal from a magnetic detec-
tor positioned on GM1 to prevent the two tubes collid-
ing.  If the two tubes are at the minimal allowed separation 
distance, the signal to the DAQ card is blocked and a cli-
ent is unable to move GM2 tube closer. Also, VI sends an 
error message and lights up the green LED indicator on 
the front panel diagram of the Width control tab.

The Counter control tab manages the counter opera-
tion including reset, count start, count time and acquisi-
tion of counter values. The required count time can be 
inserted in the Set Count Time window as a number of 
hours, minutes and seconds or by dialling the respective 
knobs. When the required count time is completed the 
final counter value will be saved on the numerical panel. 

The extra examination of the geomagnetic effect on 
cosmic ray intensity is not yet presented in this experi-
ment due to a temporary restriction in the physical space 
in the lab. It will be incorporated soon as all the required 
tools are there and control will be added as the fourth tab 
in the VI and similar to the Elevation control tab. 

3. Conclusion
Advances in worldwide communication technology make 
it possible for universities to share knowledge and re-
sources and for students to engage in virtual study at any 
time and at many remote institutions. However, there are 
limitations to complete courses such as Physics which in-
cluded experimental labs and remote laboratory becomes 
a new teaching strategy to achieve the educational objec-
tives. The remote laboratory provides students with inter-
active real-time control over real equipment, demonstrates 
phenomena, involves them in setting the instrument, 
makes observable the limitation of equipment, and thus 
is advantageous when compared to software simulated 
labs.  This paper details the first remote Physics laboratory 
developed at the University of Newcastle and the knowl-
edge and expertise gained will make it possible to create a 
future series of remote labs for the Physics courses offered.  
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The survey was conducted using an online survey tool 
(Survey Monkey), which allows for rapid and anonymous 
collection of survey data. The initial link to the survey was 
sent to WA members via email. This survey tool permit-
ted worded questions and responses, as well as multiple 
choice style questions. Several email reminders were sent 
out to the current membership list encouraging people to 
fill in the survey. Of the 100 current members in Western 
Australia there were 19 respondents, many of whom were 
members of the branch committee itself. Due to this bias 
the results published here must be viewed as being repre-
sentative of this small group of self-selected respondents 
rather than the whole membership, although we think the 
data is useful in indicating general trends and as a pilot for 
a national survey of AIP members. 

Members were asked about their membership in the 
AIP including their reasons for joining and the benefits 
of the membership. The most commonly listed reasons 
for joining included being affiliated with or supporting 
the professional body for physicists in Australia. Many 
respondents joined the AIP to take advantage of network-
ing opportunities and to maintain links with the physics 
community. The Australian Physics magazine was also 
viewed by many respondents as a major benefit of their 
membership as can be seen in Figure 1.

In WA most of the different grades of membership 
are represented. This data were extracted from the WA 
membership list so as to provide a better overall picture. 
By far the most common grade of membership is Member 
(63%), closely followed by Fellow (22%).

The members were asked which year they joined the 
AIP as this data has not been captured on the membership 
list. While there is a larger portion of the members in the 
above 50 age group, the majority of the respondents had 
joined the AIP fairly recently. This may just be a case of the 
newer members being more proactive and not (yet) suffer-
ing from survey fatigue!

Figure 2 and 3 Proportion of respondents joining the AIP 
each decade, and a histogram of the ages of the respond-
ents

The members were asked to rank the importance of a 
number of the branch activities with 1 as the most impor-
tant. The results for this part of the survey are shown in 
Table 1 below.

A Survey of Western Australian AIP 
Members
David Parlevliet1, Chris Creagh1, Bruce Hartley2, Marjan Zadnik3

1Murdoch University, 2UWA, 3Curtin University

The Western Australian Branch Committee of the AIP was concerned with the low AIP membership 
numbers amongst WA physicists and their lack of participation in branch organised events. In the latter 
half of 2012, in order to glean information, we conducted an online survey of WA members on their 
views of branch activities and the perceived value of their AIP membership (see Appendix A below for the 
questions).

Table 1 Importance of branch activities

Activity Average Mode

Professional Contacts 2.12 1

Public Lectures 2.39 2

Scientific Visits 3.75 5

Postgraduate Conference 4.06 5

Social Activities 4.06 6

Women in Physics Public Lecture 4.5 6Figure 1 Word cloud from the responses to why people join 
the AIP
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The respondents highly valued the professional con-
tacts that can be established with other members of the 
AIP. The public lectures organised or promoted by the 
AIP are also seen as very important except for the Wom-
en in Physics Public Lecture the cause of which warrants 
further investigation. Respondents also highlighted the 
Australian Physics Journal and AIP national congress as 
important or valued aspects of membership in the AIP. 
It was suggested by some respondents that the activities 
program needs to be re-activated or enhanced and this is 
something the branch committee can work on in the fu-
ture.

Although the Australian Physics Journal was men-
tioned as being a key benefit of the AIP membership, sur-
prisingly few of the respondents actually read very much 
of it. On average 38% of the magazine was read by the re-
spondents. The main reason people gave for not reading 
it fully was that they are very busy and did not have much 
free time to do so. The sections of the magazine people 
were reading the most are the feature articles, articles rel-
evant to their particular field and the book reviews. A few 
comments on the way the magazine could be improved 
were, to include supplemental online discussions of the 
articles and to place the entire magazine into an online 
format (rather than print). There was however, a mixed 
response to the concept of publishing the magazine in 
purely an electronic format, 33% of respondents said they 
would read it online, 44% said they wouldn’t or probably 
wouldn’t and the remainder ‘might’ read it in an online 
format.

The second regular form of communication AIP mem-
bers receive is the Presidents monthly email newsletter. 
This is fairly well read by respondents with only 33% not 
reading the newsletter, mainly due to time constraints. Of 
those that read it, as would be expected, many just skim 
read and jump to the sections of interest to them. The 
respondents generally read the presidents preamble and 
look for general news and upcoming events. Much of the 
newsletter deals with branch events in other states which 
are not immediately useful to the WA membership. As a 
result of this one of the common comments was that the 
newsletter was very long and might be improved by being 
shortened or distributed a bit more regularly.

The members were asked to rank the importance of 
our public activities with 1 as the most important. The re-
sults for this part of the survey are shown in Table 2.

The comment was made by some members that as-
pects of this could be left to the universities and national 
body rather than the local branch of the AIP. We feel that 
while this is an important point, the local branch can help 
to coordinate local aspects of national activities that raise 
the awareness of physics and can focus on aspects of these 
public activities within the Western Australian context.

The membership was asked some demographic ques-
tions to gather an idea of the diversity, expertise and areas 
of employment of members of the AIP within Western 
Australia. This information is represented in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Word cloud from responses to the occupation, job 
titles and employment fields of the respondents

The membership was asked their occupations, job titles 
and employment fields. Many of the respondents are from 
academia and involved in education. A large proportion 
of the respondents were enjoying their retirement. De-
spite the high proportion of academics that responded to 
the survey there were a few people from industry that took 
the time to fill it in. These were broadly from sectors relat-
ing to mining and resources, as well as the public service. 
The income range across the respondents was vast, from 
less than $20,000 through to in excess of $180,000 per 
year.  The responding members have a wide range of exper-
tise and research interests as shown in Figure 5.
 

Table 2 Importance of public activities

Activity Average Mode

Public lectures 2.94 1

Attracting students to physics or 
science in general

3 2

Taking a role in public debates on 
community or scientific issues

3.37 1

Media liaison 3.95 4

Public education campaign 3.94 5

Advocacy role 4 2

School visits (excursion and incur-
sion)

4.59 6
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Figure 5 Word cloud from responses to areas of expertise

The respondents not surprisingly listed the main field of 
expertise as Physics, with many expanding on this to give 
a broad coverage of expertise in WA including education, 
health, energy, solid state materials or condensed matter 
and astrophysics.
Although there was a fairly low response rate to the survey 
we can see some general trends from members of the AIP 
in WA. People are joining the AIP primarily for network-
ing purposes, maintaining professional contacts and to 
support the professional body. Some respondents joined 
at least partly because it looks good on their CV. From the 
small response rate and a recurring theme in answers to 
some questions, we can see that physicists are very busy 
people. Finding time in a busy schedule to actively partici-
pate in branch activities is therefore very difficult. There is 
a vast range of expertise present in WA, ranging across the 
breadth of the physics discipline from quantum through 
to the astronomical. 

Recommendations for future membership 
surveys
For any future membership survey we would recommend 
asking how many hours per week, on average, physicists 
are working, and then compare this with other profes-
sions.  We would also recommend distributing the survey 
tool as widely as possible to get in touch with both AIP 
members and those who are not members. We would like 
to find out what people expect of their professional body 
and why some choose to be members while others do not. 
Some other questions , which could be included in a fu-
ture survey, are from the 1996 survey conducted in South 
Australia (personal correspondence, Olivia Samardzic) 
and include: 
•  If you aware of any reasons why colleagues have chosen 

not to join the AIP, please indicate them below.
• Are you affiliated with other professional bodies?
• In the activity section also include

o AIP Conferences
o Bragg Medal Awards
o Employment Clippings Service
o FASTS support

o Monthly Lectures
o Physics Course Accreditation
o Social Events
o Special Event Support
o Student Travel Subsidies
o The Physicist
o Women in Physics Groups

•  Are there other activities that you believe the AIP 
should be involved in?

•  Should the AIP be a professional society or a philan-
thropic type of society, or both?

Appendix A: Survey Questions

1. AIP membership
a.  In which year did you join 

the AIP?
b.  Current grade of 

membership? 
c. Reasons for joining? 
d.  Most important benefit of 

membership? 
e.  Least important benefit of 

membership? 

2.  Please rank the 
importance of the 
following 
(1 as the most 
important) 

a. Professional Contacts
b. Social Activities
c. Public lectures
d. Postgraduate conference
e. Scientific Visits
f.  Women in Physics public 

lecture
g. Any other suggestions?

3. Do you read the 
Australian Physicist?
a.  If so, about how much (%) of 

it do you read? 
b.  What are your favourite 

sections? 
c.  If you do not read it, why 

not? 
d.  How can the Australian 

Physicist be improved? 
e.  Would you read it if it were 

only available on-line?

4.  Do you read the 
AIP’s monthly email 
newsletter

a.  If so, what are your favourite 
sections? 

b.  If you do not read it, why 
not? 

c.  How could it be improved? 

5.  Please rank the 
importance of our 
public activities (1 as 
the most important.)

a. Public education campaign
b. Public lectures
c. Media Liaison
d. School visits (both ways)
e. Attracting students to physics 
or science in general
f.  Taking a role in public 

debates on community or 
scientific issues.

g.  Advocacy role
h. Other? Please specify

6. Your Profile (optional)
a.  Age? 
b.  Gender? 
c.  Occupation/s? 
d.  Qualification/s and year/s 

awarded? 
e.  Job title? 
f.  Employment field? 
g.   Salary range in $k (please 

circle) 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, 
60-80, 80-100, 100-120, 
120-140, 140-160, 160-180, 
180-200, above 200 

h.  Area of Expertise? 
i.   Circle your willingness/

ability to be a public advocate 
for physics and physics related 
matters (i.e. willingness to be 
contacted by reporters and 
others interested in your area 
of expertise) 

Yes.  No.  Depends on:

7.  If you have any other 
comments, suggestions, 
or concerns, please 
write them here. 
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Proteins boost quantum coherence in 
bacteria
A new theory of how plant photosynthesis involves quan-
tum coherence has been suggested by physicists in the 
UK, Germany and Spain. This latest research is based on 
the study of organisms that live deep under the sea yet are 
able to convert sunlight into energy. The study suggests 
that molecular vibrations do not destroy the coherence, as 
previously thought, but rather perpetuate and even regen-
erate coherence. The discovery provides a better under-
standing of how as much as 99% of the energy of light ab-
sorbed by photosynthesis cells is successfully transferred 
to locations in the cells where electric energy is converted 
to chemical energy. The work opens up the possibility of 
using nature-inspired designs in quantum devices. 

Until recently, living systems were thought to be “too 
wet and warm” to rely on delicate quantum properties 
such as entanglement and coherence. The problem is 
that these properties decay rapidly via random interac-
tions with things in the outside world, such as vibrating 
molecules. However, over the past decade physicists have 
begun to suspect that quantum properties play important 
roles in biochemical processes, including photosynthesis. 

This latest work was done by Alex Chin (now at 
Cambridge University) and colleagues at the Institute of 
Theoretical Physics in Ulm and the Technical University 
of Cartagena. The team looked at organisms called green 
sulphur bacteria that live 2000 m below the ocean surface. 
There is so little sunlight down there that the bacteria can-
not afford to lose a single photon – indeed, almost 100% 
of the light they absorb is turned into food. 

When sunlight hits the surface of the plant, energy 
is transferred via chains of pigments to a reaction centre, 
where it is converted into chemical energy. Those pig-
ments are held in place by proteins, which together create 
pigment–protein complexes, or PPCs. The PPCs effec-
tively act as corridors and the energy itself travels in the 
form of molecular excited states, or molecular excitons. 
These excitons are able to move along the PPC by hop-
ping from one molecule to the next. 

In 2007 Graham Fleming and colleagues in the US 
showed that these excitons exhibit quantum coherence, 
which means that the excitons may exist simultaneously 
in a superposition of several quantum states with varying 
probabilities. Coherence also allows the exciton to explore 
multiple pathways to the reaction centre simultaneously, 
ultimately choosing the fastest, most efficient option.

The presence of quantum effects in photosynthesis 
surprised both physicists and biologists, and left them 

wondering how a fragile quantum state could survive in a 
living organism. More specifically, research groups found 
that the coherent states exist for 100-times longer than the 
coherence time of the energy states of an exciton. Some-
thing was helping these wave states survive long enough 
to ensure the safe passage of nearly 100% of the photon 
energy that the organisms absorbed. 

This latest research suggests that the answer lies in 
the proteins in the PPCs, which provide structural sup-
port for the pigment molecules. The new calculations 
reveal that these proteins are more active participants in 
the transport system than was previously thought. The 
natural vibration frequencies of the proteins resonate with 
the exciton waves, and like a parent pushing a child on a 
swing, the protein structures keep the excitons oscillating 
without dampening. In fact, the exciton may pass its vibra-
tion into the protein structures, which then return it to 
the exciton, thus restoring its coherence. 

The team’s conclusions come from precise analysis of 
the protein vibrations, using data from Markus Wendling 
and colleagues in the Netherlands, who in 2000 examined 
the PPC structures from green sulphur bacteria. Previ-
ous efforts to study the protein vibrations used rougher 
approximations and usually concluded that the vibrations 
were noise. 

Understanding these protein structures could assist in 
building similar structures in quantum devices. If similar 
structures are used in the conversion of electrical energy 
to chemical energy, it could shed light on how to mimic 
photosynthesis’s high efficiency rates in man-made solar 
cells. [Nature Physics 9, 113–8 (2013)].

Structure of the pigment–protein complex that is found in 
green sulphur bacteria.

SAMPLINGS
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Muon-capture measurement backs 
Quantum Chromodynamics prediction
The rate at which protons capture muons has been accu-
rately measured for the first time by the MuCap collabo-
ration at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. 
This process, which can be thought of as beta decay in re-
verse, results in the formation of a neutron and a neutrino. 
The team has also determined a dimensionless factor, the 
pseudoscalar coupling constant, that influences the rate of 
muon capture, which was found to be in excellent agree-
ment with theoretical predictions that are based on very 
complex calculations. 

Muons are cousins of the electron that are around 200 
times heavier. Beta decays demonstrate the weak nuclear 
force in which a neutron gets converted into a proton 
by emitting an electron and a neutrino. Now, replace the 
electron with the heavier muon and run the process back-
wards: a proton captures a muon and transforms into a 
neutron while emitting a neutrino. This process – known 
as ordinary muon capture (OMC) – is crucial to under-
standing the weak interaction involving protons. 

A total of around 12 billion decay events involving 
negative muons were detected, corresponding to 30 TB of 
raw data that were analysed. The analysis was performed 
blind to prevent any unintentional bias from distorting 
the results and, following the unblinding, the measured 
muon-capture rate was found to be 714.9 ± 5.4 (stat) ± 
5.1 (syst) s–1. 

Using this figure, the team could calculate the value of 
the pseudoscalar coupling constant, which worked out to 
be 8.06 ± 0.55, consistent with the prediction of 8.26 ± 
0.23 calculated from chiral perturbation theory. Although 
experimental efforts to determine the pseudoscalar cou-
pling constant started in the 1960s, it was not until the 
MuCap experiment that the objective was achieved. The 
very good agreement of the calculated and experimental 
results confirms yet another prediction of the Standard 
Model of particle physics.  [Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 012504 
(2013)].

Heat flows ‘backwards’ across Josephson 
junction
The thermal Josephson effect, which occurs when heat is 
transported across a gap between two superconductors, 
has been measured in the lab for the first time. The experi-
ment was done by two physicists in Italy and confirms a 
theoretical prediction made in 1965. As well as confirm-
ing the bizarre prediction that some heat flows from the 
cold side of the junction to the hot side, the breakthrough 

could further the development of thermal circuits that use 
heat in much the same way as charge is used in electronic 
devices.

Testing this prediction has proved difficult, according 
to Francesco Giazotto and María José Martínez-Pérez of 
the NEST Institute of Nanoscience and Scuola Normale 
Superiore in Pisa, because, unlike electric currents, heat 
currents cannot be measured directly. They made their 
measurements on a superconducting quantum interfer-
ence device (SQUID) – a loop of superconductor broken 
by two Josephson junctions. One half of the loop is kept 
at a slightly warmer temperature, causing normal electrons 
to carry heat across the two junctions to the cooler side as 
predicted.

The experiment involves altering the amount of mag-
netic flux that passes through the SQUID, which in turn 
affects the nature of the wavefuntion at a Josephson junc-
tion. By showing that the heat flow modulates between 
maximum and minimum values as the magnetic flux is 
changed, Giazotto and Martínez-Pérez have confirmed 
that one contribution to the heat current, the so-called 
interference current, can actually transfer heat from cold 
to hot. However, the overall heat flow does not reverse 
because the flow is dominated by normal electrons tun-
nelling through the junctions.[Nature 492, 401–405 (20 
December 2012)].

Scanning-electron-microscope image of part of the SQUID 
device used to measure the thermal Josephson effect.

Supernova origin of galactic cosmic rays 
confirmed
The first direct evidence that galactic cosmic rays are ac-
celerated within supernova remnants has been provided 
by observations by the Fermi Large Area Telescope col-
laboration. The results make use of four years of data col-
lected by the telescope observing two supernova remnants 
(SNRs) within our galaxy. The observations fit very neatly 
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with predictions of neutral pion decay. 
The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope was launched 

in June 2008. The Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi 
LAT) is an instrument on board this observatory that 
uses sophisticated particle detectors to measure the trajec-
tories and energies of incoming photons. Between 4 Au-
gust 2008 and 16 July 2012, the Fermi LAT collaboration 
studied the SNRs IC 443 and W44 – which are about 
5000 and 10,000 light-years from us, respectively – paying 
particular attention to gamma rays with sub-GeV energies. 
Although gamma rays can have significantly larger ener-
gies in some objects, the Fermi LAT focused on a range 
that would provide data crucial to distinguishing between 
gamma rays emerging from pion decays and those pro-
duced by other means, such as accelerated electrons. 

The scientists of the Fermi LAT collaboration have 
extensively analysed the energy spectra of the measured 
gamma rays. Of the several models that could explain the 
data, including the possibility that the gamma rays are 
produced by the acceleration of electrons, the team was 
able to match its data only to that based on protons that 
decay via the pion. The significances of these observations 
are 19σ and 21σ for IC 443 and W44, respectively.

Cosmic rays were first observed by Victor Hess in the 
early 20th century. A century later, this result from Fermi 
LAT is the first to confirm the supernova origin of galactic 
cosmic rays. What the researchers cannot yet say is wheth-
er supernova remnants are the only source of these myste-
rious particles. [Science Vol. 339 no. 6121 pp. 807-11 (15 
February 2013)].

Supernova IC 443 image.

Human hearing is highly nonlinear
People can simultaneously identify the pitch and tim-
ing of a sound signal much more precisely than allowed 
by conventional linear analysis. That is the conclusion of 
a study of human subjects done by physicists in the US. 
The findings are not just of theoretical interest but could 
potentially lead to better software for speech recognition 
and sonar. 

Human hearing is remarkably good at isolating sounds, 
allowing us to pick out individual voices in a crowded 
room, for example. However, the neural algorithms that 
our brains use to analyse sound are still not properly un-
derstood. Most researchers had assumed that the brain 
decomposes the signals and treats them as the sum of 
their parts – a linear process that can be likened to Fourier 
analysis. 

However, the information available from Fourier anal-
ysis is bound by an uncertainty relation called the Gabor 
limit. This says that you cannot know both the timing of 
a sound and its frequency – or pitch – beyond a certain 
degree of accuracy. The more accurate the measurement of 
the timing of a sound, the less accurate the measurement 
of its pitch, and vice versa. 

In this latest study, Jacob Oppenheim and Marcelo 
Magnasco of Rockefeller University gave volunteers a 
series of tasks in order to determine precisely how sensi-
tive humans are to the pitch and timing of sounds. They 
discovered that the accuracy with which the volunteers 
determined pitch and timing simultaneously was usually 
much better, on average, than the Gabor limit. In one case, 
subjects beat the Gabor limit for the product of frequency 
and time uncertainty by a factor of 50, clearly implying 
their brains were using a nonlinear algorithm. 

Since many different time–frequency distributions 
have been proposed to analyse these signals, and only the 
highly nonlinear ways can offer performance comparable 
to human hearing, the question remains which one of 
these is related to what the brain does. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 
110, 044301 (2013)].

Research done by Jacob Oppenheim and Marcelo Magnasco 
suggests that human hearing is a highly nonlinear process.
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Einstein before Israel 
By  Ze ‘ev Rosenkranz. 
Princeton University Press, pp. 344,  2011
ISBN  9780691144122

Reviewed by:  Dr. Lee Weissel
Trinity Anglican College, Thurgoona, NSW

This book was indeed an 
unexpected read. Ze’ev 
Rosenkranz is the Mel-
bourne-born senior editor 
of the Einstein papers pro-
ject at the California Insti-
tute of Technology, and his 
work, Einstein before Isra-
el, is a very different type of 
book. In short it is a histo-
ry of Albert Einstein’s rela-
tionship with the growing 
Zionist movement from 

the end of World War 1 through to 1933, and the rise of 
Adolph Hitler in Germany, resulting in Einstein’s move to 
the United States. It forms a fascinating addendum to the 
history not only of Einstein himself, but of the political 
influences upon those who succeeded him, and further 
helps the reader to appreciate the struggle many faced, 
particularly in the field of science.

In this highly detailed work, Rosenkranz ably pieces 
together the history and complexity of the developing re-
lationship between Einstein, Zionism and the changing 
face of Europe. While not focusing on his physics work, 
the book adds to it by filling in the story after World War 
1, and Einstein’s personal struggle with identity. 

In 1919, the verification of the general theory of rela-
tivity had made Einstein a well known figure. His reputa-
tion was further cemented with the award of the Nobel 
Prize for physics in 1921. The book records how the Zion-
ist movement was keen to exploit his fame for financial 
and political ends. As Einstein himself wrote, “I had to 
let myself be shown around like a prize-winning ox”. As 
Rosenkranz exhaustively demonstrates, the greatest genius 
of the 20th century had an ambiguous attitude both to his 
Jewishness and to Zionism. Raised in Germany, Einstein 
is seen as a victim of the era’s pervasive antisemitism. He is 
shown to be highly sensitive to the discrimination affect-
ing other Jews, most notably to the fate of the Ostjuden. 
(Eastern European Jews)

Einstein was listed as being “without religious affilia-
tion” in the late 19th and early 20th century, yet he spoke 

of his fellow Jews as “my ethnic comrades”. He openly de-
spised European nationalism so, to convince himself that 
Zionism was a benign force, he had to engage in what the 
author calls “intellectual acrobatics”. Thus Jewish national-
ism was different according to Einstein, because the Jews 
weren’t Europeans. He once even described himself as an 
“indolent Oriental”. 

During a tour of Palestine in 1923, Einstein delivered 
a speech in which he said “only Zionism can heal the sick 
Jewish soul”. He marvelled at the energy of the place, par-
ticularly with the rapid growth of Tel Aviv: “What an in-
credibly lively people our Jews are!” His pet Zionist pro-
ject was the setting up of the Hebrew University and he 
worked hard to campaign and raise funds for this institu-
tion. An elitist, he was concerned that Jewish intellectual 
talent didn’t “go wretchedly to waste”. 

Yet his commitment to Zionism is always seen as 
lukewarm at best. He carefully chose the projects he was 
willing to embrace, and often he accused Zionists of be-
ing “shameless and importunate” and squirmed at some of 
the views of the politically hard-line. Even his significant  
involvement in the Hebrew University virtually dried up 
after he fell out with the authorities there. 

This is all fascinating stuff. Yet the book is let down by 
dry, soporific prose, such as; “In this context, it is perti-
nent to ask…” “it is highly significant that…” “we saw in 
the previous chapter how…”. Hopefully, the author will do 
better if and when he moves on to Einstein’s life through 
the Nazi period and Second World War to the proposal 
in 1952 for Einstein to become the President of Israel - an 
offer he was “saddened and ashamed” that he could not 
accept.

Field Theory of Non-Equilibrium Systems 
by Alex Kamenev 
Cambridge University Press, 2011, 341pp,  I
ISBN 978-0-521-76082-9 Hardback  

Reviewed by Mukunda Das, Theoretical Physics, 
The Australian National University, Canberra

Field theory is a special language uniquely suitable to 
study less-trodden topics like ‘non-equilibrium systems’. 
By contrast, equilibrium systems are extensively treated 
by rigorous statistical mechanical methods. There is no 
dearth of textbooks in the latter area, namely texts by Fet-
ter and Walecka, Mahan, Kirzhnits, Amit and Verbin and 
many others. 

During the past two decades a number of unusual 
non-equilibrium phenomena have emerged demanding 

BOOk REvIEWS
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special techniques. Ex-
amples are: mesoscopic 
electronic transport and 
fluctuations, nano-me-
chanics, nano-magnetics, 
cold atoms confined in 
magnetic and optical traps 
and dynamics in inhomo-
geneous superconductors 
- to name a few. Non-
equilibrium quantum field 

theory in Schwinger-Keldysh functional formalism is a 
highly specialised, yet universal, method to deal with such 
problems. In it, time evolution operators are expressed as 
proper quantum field integrals over closed-time-contours. 
Its rigour is absolute - in principle.

Alex Kamenev, in this book, specifically attempts to 
direct these techniques at researchers from diverse areas 
of physics, within a unified analysis in terms of close-time-
contour integrals. Undoubtedly this is a major success of 
this specialised treatise. Almost a third of the book deals 
with classical problems, making an understanding of both 
the theory of classical stochastic systems and that of non-
equilibrium quantum field theory appear seamless. Other 
topics covered in the book are fermionic and bosonic 
fields, kinetics of Bose condensates, dynamics of phase 
transitions, quantum electronic transport, disordered fer-
mionic systems, mesoscopic effects, electron interactions 
in disordered metals, and dynamics of disordered super-
conductors.

Some chapters are less equal than others. For space rea-
sons it is not possible to summarise all individual chapters. 
To give a flavour for example, in Chapter 10 the Landauer 
formula and its shot noise are elegantly but summarily de-
rived in about two pages each, whereas counting statistics 
and spin torque are treated in more elaborate detail. In 
Chapter 13.3 a famous zero bias conductance anomaly is 
presented with explicit algebraic derivation, whereby the 
single particle density of states becomes suppressed by 
interaction effects. The later part of this section appears 
to be a review, with many references - a bit unusual for a 
textbook.

However, despite the fact that the book is a priceless 
addition to the literature, it has several deficiencies for the 
novice, who may have to work extremely hard to grasp the 
results presented in the text. An obvious shortcoming is 
the absence of introductory materials for each topic, for 
which one has to hunt for other relevant sources.  

In brief, it is a specialists’ book for several special phe-

nomena of physics. It presents a unifying perspective to 
a number of diverse physical phenomena, as I mentioned 
above, with a single formalism. Undoubtedly it deals with 
a rigorous formalism of modern functional language that 
is necessary for advance research in non-equilibrium sta-
tistical mechanics and condensed matter science. 

I am happy to recommend it to those interested in the 
fundamental aspects of challenging phenomena beyond 
the near-equilibrium approaches in many-body physics.

Nanotechnology in Australia-  Showcase of 
Early Career Research
Edited by Deborah Kane,  Adam Micolich,  James Rabeau
Pan Stanford Publishing 2011,  463 pages, ISBN: (Hardback) 9789814310024

Reviewed  by Jason Dicker, Launceston College.
This book is the end point of a project by the Australian 

Research Council Nanotech-
nology Network  promoting 
this rapidly expanding area of 
Australian research. The book 
is targeted at an audience with 
a strong science knowledge 
who wish to increase their 
overview of current technolo-
gies in Australia. Each paper 
is technical with an assumed 
background knowledge of the 
fields. As such it is a difficult 
book to read for a lay person, 

indeed, I found it daunting but interesting. It comprises 
papers of young postgraduates and early career scientists 
in the field, and so is reflective of PhD work and other ex-
perimental developments made by these people. 

There are twelve chapters, each on a separate area rang-
ing far and wide, from inclusions of diamonds and poten-
tial uses of grapheme, to luminescent nanoprobes in bio-
sensing. The wide-ranging nature of the topics includes all 
the basic sciences. It is truly interesting from my point of 
view in that it forces home the point that science cannot 
easily be forced into boxes called “physics”, “chemistry” 
or “biology”. There comes the point when aspects of all 
the sciences simply overlap. Each chapter, or field, is well 
documented and illustrated with relevant graphs and dia-
grams and photos. All areas have a fairly full analysis of the 
relevant theories with complete background referencing. 

In all, a fascinating book, a snapshot of Nanotechnol-
ogy in 2011. Where it goes from this point I hope will be 
in a sequel sometime in the future. 
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PRODuCT NEWS
LASTEK 
Easy Laboratory Automation with 
Aerotech’s Ensemble LAB

Aerotech’s new En-
semble® LAB control 
platform makes it 
easier than ever to au-
tomate laboratory and 
light industrial manu-

facturing applications. The full-color touch-screen display 
enables quick access to all the core functionality while 
providing deep contrast and exceptional readability, while 
the intuitive tabbed interface provides single press access 
to all setup and operation screens. An integral rubberized 
front-panel interface provides immediate tactile feedback 
for jogging and manual positioning operations. A front-
panel USB port is available for connection of a keyboard 
and other peripherals to assist in the creation of complex 
program sequences.

Ensemble Lab is designed for applications where ease 
of operation is desired without sacrificing overall system 
capability. The front-panel interface allows an operator to 
quickly execute simple operations such as jogging, hom-
ing and moving to fixed positions. For more complex 
operations onboard memory stores programs that can be 
accessed from the front panel or through remote control.
 Features:
•  Up to 4 axes of brush, stepper or brushless AC motors
•  FlashConfig feature automatically configures axis pa-

rameters based on the connected stage type
•  Touch screen with intuitive menu-driven interface for 

quick and easy access to system functionality
•  Joystick input for manual control of motor positions
•  Ethernet and USB 2.0 communication interfaces

TOPMode from TOPTICA 
- No More Mode Hops!

TOPTICA’s new 
TOPMode diode 
lasers provide high-
power, high-coherence 
mode-hop free op-
eration. At blue-violet 
wavelengths, they 

achieve the highest single-frequency output power of any 
direct diode-based system while still operating as easily as 
a HeNe laser.

The TopMode lasers feature a spectral width of less 
than 5 MHz, translating into a coherence length greater 

than 25 m. The TOPMode CHARM Control – com-
pletely new, digitally controlled electronics – drives the 
TOPMode lasers. The compact flatpack design features a 
powerful built-in microprocessor for precise electric and 
thermal management and the CHARM stabilization. A 
professional graphic user interface (GUI) allows starting 
and stopping the laser, or activation of the CHARM feed-
back loop, with just a mouse click.
 Key Features
•  Diode laser with best wavelength & coherence stability
• Wavelengths: 405 / 445 / 488 / 515 / 633 / 685 nm
• Up to 100 mW single-frequency power
• Linewidth < 5 MHz, coherence length > 25 m
•  Integrated “CHARM” control for mode-hop-free 

operation
• Optional SM/PM fiber coupling Applications
• Interferometry and holography
• Precision metrology
• Raman spectroscopy
• Quantum cryptography
• Photonic down-conversion

Energetiq EQ-99 Laser Driven Light Source 
and EQ-99 Manager

The groundbreaking La-
ser-Driven Light Source 
(LDLS) is the brightest, 
longest lasting, broad-
band light source avail-

able today, making it ideal for researchers working in 
demanding imaging and analytical spectroscopy applica-
tions. Energetiq’s patented laser-driven technology ena-
bles extreme high brightness over a broad spectral range 
— from 170nm through visible into the near infrared. 
•  Broadband light source covers the entire spectral 

range, eliminating the need for multiple lamps
•  Extremely high brightness across the complete spec-

trum
•  Patented laser-driven bulb technology for ultra-long 

lamp life
•  Excellent spatial and power stability enhances repeat-

ability
•  Electrodeless operation reduces consumable costs and 

minimizes calibration
The EQ-99 Manager offers enhanced control of the EQ-
99 series Laser-Driven Light Source (LDLS), adding valu-
able functionality to the brightest, longest lasting, broad-
band light source available today. The EQ-99 Manager 
connects to a computer with a simple USB interface, al-
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lowing easy control and monitoring of the Laser-Driven 
Light Source. It allows monitoring of the LDLS status, 
including bulb operation hours, via the USB interface or 
via the front display panel. It also has an advanced shutter 
control available and programmable shutter speed func-
tion. The optional shutter can be mounted to the window 
of the EQ-99 or directly to an optical bench. The EQ-99 
Manager is compatible with the latest EQ-99 products.

For more information please contact Lastek at sales@
lastek.com.au

 Lastek Pty Ld 
Adelaide University - Thebarton Campus 
10 Reid St, Thebarton, South Australia 
Toll Free: Australia 1800 882 215 ; NZ 0800 441 005 
T: +61 8 8443 8668 ; F: +61 8 8443 8427 
email: sales@lastek.com.au 
web: www.lastek.com.au

COHERENT 
Mephisto - ultra-narrow linewidth CW lasers 

Mephisto is a family of solid-state 
lasers emitting up to 55W CW at 
1064 nm, with other wavelengths 
and pulsed operation available. 
These lasers exhibit an output tun-
able over 30 GHz, extraordinarily 

narrow linewidth of about 1 kHz and extremely low noise.
The Mephisto family is based on a monolithic 

Nd:YAG crystal NPRO (Non-Planar Ring Oscillator). 
This diode–pumped device is extremely compact, imper-
vious to contamination and other degradation processes, 
simple to stabilize in temperature and easy to fine-tune via  
PZT. 
 The Mephisto platform includes: 
•  High-power amplified versions at 1064 nm (Mephisto 

MOPA)
•  Frequency doubled versions at 532 nm (Prometheus)
•  Q-switched, time bandwidth-limited versions at 1064 

nm (Mephisto Q)
•  A complete stabilized unit that integrates n iodine 

reference cell and stabilization electronics (Iodine Fre-
quency Stabilization)

Excellent laser beam parameters, ultra-narrow-linewidth, 
frequency tuning, high power and extremely low noise 
make the Mephisto family the laser of choice for applica-
tions such as atom cooling and trapping, optical metrol-
ogy, quantum optics, gravitational wave studies and other 
applications requiring extremely narrow linewidth and 
ultra-stable output.

Cazadero – High Pulse Energy Fibre-Based 
Femtosecond Laser 

Cazadero is a fibre-laser based 
chirped pulse amplification 
system (FLCPA) which gen-
erates high energy (up to 20 
µJ), ultrashort (<500fs) pulses 

at user selectable repetition rates from 120kHz to 1MHz 
at 1030nm. 

Cazadero is lightweight, compact and maintenance-
free offering a reliable and cost-effective alternative to 
solid state femtosecond  laser amplifiers.  Applications 
include: Terahertz radiation, nonlinear optical studies, 
nanoscience and materials precision machining.

For further information please contact Coherent Scientific 
at sales@coherent.com.au

Coherent Scientific 
116 Sir Donald Bradman Drive 
Hilton SA 5033 
Ph: (08) 8150 5200      Fax: (08) 8352 2020 
www.coherent.com.

WARSASH 
Ultra compact low noise CW and 
femtosecond lasers

Warsash Scientific is 
pleased to announce they 
have been appointed as 
the exclusive representa-
tives for M Squared La-
sers in Australia & New 

Zealand.  M Squared lasers, leveraging >20 years of experi-
ence, have the industry’s smallest footprint CW and fem-
tosecond Ti:S laser systems.  With their emphasis on De-
pendable Innovation™- a philosophy that blends the best 
of new and time-tested technologies, the highly innova-
tive class leading laser systems are loaded with features that 
lower cost, while maximising reliability, performance and 
productivity.  With up-to-date Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) electronics and proprietary InvarianTTM align-
ment- and drift-free optical mount technology the Sol-
sTiS (CW), Sprite-XT (femtosecond pulse) and Firefly 
(OPO) incorporate a compact laser resonator with high 
mechanical stability and simplified wavelength tuning.

Incorporating the unique Instrument Control by Eth-
ernet (ICE) the lasers provide local or remote control, 
monitoring and experiment integration via a standard 
ethernet connection.  Key features of the systems include:
SolsTiS 
• Ultra narrow linewidth TiSapphire, < 50kHz
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• Tuning range from 725 – 975 nm
•  Up to 4 Watts output at 800 nm with an 18 Watt 

pump
• Lowest amplitude noise < 0.1% RMS
•  Fully compatible frequency doubling and mixing ac-

cessories available
Sprite-XT
• Pulse width <180 fs at a repetition rate of 80 MHz
• Tuning range from 720 – 940 nm
•  Up to 1.3 Watts output at 800 nm with an integrated 

pump
• PowerMaxTM active pump beam alignment
Firefly-IR
• Tuning range, signal 1.4-1.9 μm and idler 2.5-4.5 μm
• Pulse width <10 ns at a repetition rate of 150 kHz
• Pulse burst modulation option
Firelfy-THz
• Pulse energy >9 nJ
• Tuning range from 0.8 to > 2.5 THz
• Pulse width < 30 ns at a repetition rate of 50 Hz

The next generation high speed 3D laser 
lithography system

Warsash Scientific is pleased to announce the release of 
the all new Photonic Professional GT, the next generation 
in 3D laser lithography systems from Nanoscribe GmbH.  
The Photonic Professional GT provides an extremely fast 
and powerful platform for micro- and nanofabrication 
with fabrication speeds up to 20 mm/s achieved with the 
integration of galvo scanners and a piezo scanning stage.

The Photonic Professional GT when used with Na-
noscribe’s IP-L and IP-G photoresists is a high resolution 
two-photon lithography system capable of achieving 100 
nm feature sizes.  The IP-L and IP-G photoresists are ex-
cellent for fabricating photonic and plasmonic devices 
with little shrinkage, low proximity effect and good adhe-
sion on glass substrates.  The built in software, DeScribe, 
NanoSlicer and NanoWrite provide intuitive user friendly 
interfaces that are capable of not only controlling and 

watching live the fabrication they can also be used to im-
port, design and display the structures in 3D.
Key Features
•  Highest resolution (100 nm) commercially available 

3D printer
•  Fast and accurate motion control with galvo and piezo 

technology
•  Easy fabrication of 2D and 3D micro- and nanostruc-

tures
•  Two-photon polymerisation of various UV-curable 

photoresists
• Writing area up to the centimetre range
•  User friendly software packages for designing, visualis-

ing and fabricating structures
• Easy CAD import via DXF or STL file formats

For images and more information, contact Warsash 
Scientific on +61 2 9319 0122 or sales@warsash.com.au.

Conferences in Australia 2012-13
8–12 April 2013
2nd Heavy Ion Accelerator Symposium on Fundamental and Applied 
Science. Canberra, ACT
http://hias.anu.edu.au/2013/

19-24 April 2013
2nd Geant4 Australian School and Monte Carlo Workshop. 
University of Wollongong
http:// http://www.uow.edu.au/eng/phys/cmrp/UOW135963.html

6 - 9 May 2013
17th International Conference on the Use of Computers in Radiation 
Therapy. Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre, Vic 

15-17 May 2013
CRCA Collaborate | Innovate | 2013 Conference – the Cooperative 
Research Centres Association conference. Melbourne, Vic
http://conference.crca.asn.au/

14-19 July 2013
12th Asia Pacific Physics Conference (APPC12) in conjunction with 
the 3rd Asia-Europe Physics Summit. International Conference Hall, 
Makuhari Messe, Chiba, Japan.
http://www.jps.or.jp/APPC12/index.html

4-9 August 2013
21st International Symposium on Plasma Chemistry (ISPC 21). 
Cairns Convention Centre, Qld
http://www.ispc21.com/

9-13 September 2013
FisMat 2013: Italian National Conference on Condensed Matter 
Physics (including Optics, Photonics, Liquids, Soft Matter). Milan, 
Italy
http://www.fisi.polimi.it/fismat2013

8-11 December 2013
ANZ Conference on Optics & Photonics – Perth
http://optics.org.au/conferences

7-11 December 2014
21st Australian Institute of Physics Congress. ANU, Canberra, ACT
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Frank Hibberd was an only child, born in 
London but the family emigrated to West-
ern Australia when he was four. His father 
had been in the trenches in the Somme in 
the First World War and his terrible experi-
ences shaped Frank’s lifelong view about war. 
Frank was educated at a one-teacher primary 
school in Spearwood, across the road from 
his mother’s general store, and then at Fre-
mantle Boys High before winning a govern-
ment scholarship to Perth Modern. He com-
pleted a BSc in physics and chemistry and 
then an MSc at the University of Western 
Australia, working as a part-time chemist in 
the abattoirs to support himself. 

He joined Victor Bailey’s group in the Ex-
perimental Physics department of the Uni-
versity of Sydney in 1950 researching the 
non-linear interaction of radio waves in the 
ionosphere. At the time, ionospheric physics 
was a fledgling field with about 100 journal 
papers published each year, but this was set 
to burgeon. With the changes in direction 
at Sydney following Harry Messel’s appoint-
ment as head of department, Frank saw more 
fruitful opportunities for his research at the 
university in Armidale, taking up a lecture-
ship there in 1953 on a salary of about £1,000 
p.a. when it was still the New England Uni-
versity College of the University of Sydney. 
He became the third member of the depart-
ment, joining Prof Jack Sommerville and Reg 
Smith, the latter who was active with experi-
ments on ionospheric heating. The College 
gained its autonomy the next year becoming 
the University of New England.

Frank’s interests throughout his career were 
in the physics of the ionosphere and, to a 
lesser extent, of the earth’s magnetic field and 
the interaction between the two. He was both 
a theoretician and a skilled experimenter, 
meticulous in both. In 1954, he commenced 
presenting an honours lecture course at UNE 
on ionospheric physics that continued with 
modifications for many years, later as solar-
terrestrial physics. He was a dedicated and 
supportive scientist who inspired his stu-
dents to emulate his enthusiasm. He was af-
fable and always took the time to talk to the 

younger generation, to find out what they 
were researching and to pose some thought-
ful questions.

Frank gained his PhD in 1956 for develop-
ing a theory for the self-distortion of radio 
waves passing through the ionosphere near 
the electron gyro frequency (the frequency 
at which electrons spiral around the earth’s 
magnetic field lines; about 1.5 MHz). He 
used this to explain a number of conflicting 
experimental results of the time.

He was fortunate to be in Cambridge as a 
British Council scholar with J.A. Ratcliffe’s 
group at the Cavendish Laboratory when 
the first artificial satellite, Sputnik 1, was 
launched in October 1957 during IGY (In-
ternational Geophysical Year). This pioneer-
ing satellite was tiny, just 60 cm in diameter.  
On hearing news of the launch, the radio 
astronomy group at Cambridge immediately 
deployed an existing radio telescope to mon-
itor the 20 and 40 MHz signals from a radio 
beacon on Sputnik 1. Frank was well placed 
to interpret the results and he described the 
manner in which the ionosphere modified 
the Doppler shift and the polarization of the 
signals, the latter known as Faraday rotation. 

With the launching of geostationary satel-
lites, it became possible to use signals from 
those equipped with suitable radio beacons 
to measure the vertical electron content of 
the ionosphere continuously. In the late 1960s 
Frank started to do just that. He attended to 
the equipment almost daily for 25 years to 
check the chart recorders, fix faults, and un-
dertake regular maintenance. He used these 
data to study and explain variations on diur-
nal, seasonal and solar cycle time scales. In 
his retirement, he collated and published the 
hourly record of almost two full solar cycles.

Frank was awarded contracts by the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory to provide these data, 
which JPL used to make corrections for re-
gional ionospheric effects on the tracking 
and navigation of interplanetary spacecraft 
by the Tidbinbilla tracking station – includ-
ing for the Mariner missions to Mars in 1968-
69 and Voyager 1 and 2 to Saturn and Jupiter 
in 1980-81. The contracts provided him with 
travel money, which gave him some freedom 
from tight departmental budgets. The Satel-
lite Beacon Group (initially affiliated with 
COSPAR and now URSI) was formed in 
1970 to facilitate international collaboration 
in this field and Frank was an active member 
from the start until 2004. 

He wrote papers on the fading and scattering 
of radio waves, and their behaviour during 
ionospheric storms. With his PhD student 
Elizabeth Essex he devised a project that 
demonstrated that the fading of radio signals 
was due to inhomogeneities near the reflec-
tion level and not those throughout the iono-
sphere. He extended this work to develop a 
model for the fading mechanism consistent 
with observations, and explained how small 
inhomogeneities in electron density could 
cause significant anisotropic scattering. He 

developed a widely used method for deter-
mining the effective Sq (solar quiet) geo-
magnetic variation to investigate quiet day 
ionospheric currents. In 1979 he proposed a 
mechanism for the generation of a magnetic 
field with polarity reversals for a planet with 
a central heat source.

Frank’s career as a physicist spanned the rise 
and fall of Physics at UNE. The department 
grew from three staff and a total of about 40 
students in 1953, housed together with all of 
Science in a single building, to sixteen staff 
and 200 students in 1965 when a new 3 sto-
rey Physics building was constructed, com-
plete with lecture theatres, a major work-
shop, student labs, research areas and offices. 
This year also saw his promotion to associate 
professor.  The department flourished for the 
next 20 years with a photo from 1987 show-
ing 45 staff and senior students. Frank re-
tired in 1985, but continued as an honorary 
fellow for the next 20 years. He was deeply 
saddened to see the impact of the Dawkins 
“reforms” on the university and the demise 
of Physics at UNE in the final years of the 
century.

He was a member of the Australian Academy 
of Science committee on space physics from 
1975-1986, and served at times as Dean of 
Science and a member of the UNE Council. 
He was very proud to have been elected as a 
Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society as 
well as of the Australian and UK Institutes 
of Physics. He was awarded a DSc from his 
alma mater in 1981.

Travel was something that Frank enjoyed 
enormously and he shared this with his wife 
and children, who travelled with him on sab-
baticals to England, the United States (where 
he was a Fulbright Fellow at the Ionospheric 
Research Lab at Penn State), and West Ger-
many (Max Planck Institut für Aeronomie in 
Lindau). 

Apart from his love of ‘doing physics’, Frank 
also had a profound sense of social justice, in 
part as a response to the opportunity provid-
ed by his government scholarship to Perth 
Modern, something that his family’s finances 
could not afford. He was elected president of 
the UWA Student Guild in 1945 and fondly 
remembered meeting Ben Chifley. He was 
the first president of the UNE Staff Club and 
was made a life member of the Labor Party 
for his contributions over many years.

He was spared major illness and lived out 
his life at home, suffering a stroke the night 
before he died. He is survived by Fay, his 
devoted wife of over 60 years, his children 
Mark, Clare and Susan, his daughter-in-law 
Ashleigh, and two grandchildren Anne and 
Cathie.

Prepared by his son Mark Hibberd, CSIRO 
Marine & Atmospheric Research, Aspendale 
with assistance from Riki Davidson, Pene 
Greet and Peter Dyson.

Frank Hibberd  02/06/1923 – 13/10/2012
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